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Hi-Vision full face helmet

Hang Glider and Paraglider
rescue systems

Ez Eyes flying glasses

Icom radios and accessories
(phone for competitive prices)

Wingtech combined ground/aero tow
bridle

VISA'

Steel locking karabiner

Silva and Wayfinder compass

Map fairings .................................................................................. $25.00
Base bar protectors ................................................................... $9.51 (Pr)
Flying suits .................................................................................. $240.00
Airborne hats ................................................................................. $25.00
Hi-Vision helmet full face ............................................................. $183.83
Karabiner steel locking .................................................................. $29.20
Airborne T-shirt - short sleeve ....... " ....................." ..........,.... " .••. " $25.00
T-shirt -long sleeve ...................... " ............................" ........ " ....... $34.00
Edge Promo video ......................................................,,"!¥'."'lM'.... $25.00
Training wheels quick fit .......................................................,,,,, .... $70.73
Airborne jackets .................................................................."'...... $151 .00
Winglech tow bridle ...........................................................v........... $75.00
Mayday 16 paraglider rescue system (inc.external pack) ........... $629.34
MD 16 hang glider rescue system ......................................... " ... $545.07

Bankcard, Mastercard
and Visa card Welcome.

MD 18 hang glider rescue system .............................................. $599.81
Note: Mayday chutes romply with strict Gutesiegal Certification
Hang lOOps .................................................................................... $16.31
EZ Eye flying glasses .........................................,..... ''' ..,.....,......... $80.00
Silva UN70 compass with HG or PG mount ......,... " ................... $238.$6
Wayfinder Digital auto compensating compass HG or PG ......... $212.58
Brauniger Basis SP alto varia (now inc. asi option) ......"'........... $586.84
Brauniger Camp altolvariolbarograph ......,................ ", ........."'... $992.74
Note: Brauniger instruments incfude HG or PG .ps,and carry bag
Brauniger flight recorder softWare .................................. ., ............. $9920
Brauniger speed sensor ..............................................................$215.76
Camera mount .............................................................................. $51.32
Neoprone cold weather Flying Gloves .......................................... $45.40
Overnight courier service $10.00

For AIIICOM accessories phone for the most oompetitive prices available.
Call us tor a brochure on our extensive range of Hang Gliders and the new Edge Microlight.
We also stock LYNX the hottest MicroIlght Intercom systems
Our factory is Civil Aviation
Our
Quality
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All correspondence, including membership renewals. short tenn memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be
sent to:
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The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia
Skysailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95
Ainnail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA .
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustralions are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edi t or delete contribu tions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributions
should be accompanied by the contributor 's name, address and HGFA
number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Sky sai lor is vested in
the HGFA . Copyright in articles and
other contributi ons is vested in eac h
of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
ALL SKY SAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401 ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph : (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white. colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped. self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month 's issue!) for contributions,
market place. etc. Market Place are
free to financial members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 iss ues is
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is app licable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
$225
$150
Full page
Half page
$75
$40
Quarter page
All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout. separations and extra work
incur additional costs.
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The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.
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Board Member: Michael Zupanc.
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
430 I, 07 8 142 11 3 H, 018 662328 W,
078 142154 Fx
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035. 08 2977532 H, 08 2325405
W, 08 2237345 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
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Lawson Way. Forbes NSW 287 1.
068514 148 H. 068 52 1455 W
Paragliding Convenor
Fred Gungl. U2/47 Walkers Lane.
Bright Vic 374 1. 015854455
PUG Committee Convenor: Kevi n
Magennis, PO Box 29 1 Laurieton
NSW 2443. 018181071
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079 597 105 H. 079 576483
W (Forward PHG Registrati ons to
HGFA Office, Tumut )
PUG Public Relations contact:
Paul Hai nes. Publi c Relations , 042
941031 ph/fx/tam
Coaching Committee contact :
HGFA Operations Manager

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
1B Park Ave. Tahmoor NSW 2573
Pres. James Nathaniel (046) 8 10641
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 99384420 W,
02 99799069H : Sec. Ian Duncan 02
9 189962: Treas. Glenn Salmon 02
9 18009 1
ACTUGA
PO Box 3496. Manuka 2603: Pres.
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COVER PHOTO
Garry Stevenson of Onshore Para gliders and Rosie
Fletcher try a face-to-fac tandem at Spion Victoria
Photo by Mark Broderick

CREDITS
Cartoon
Typing & Layout
Printer
Duncan Kell y 06 2805605 w. 06
28 14556 H, 0 18 625091; Sec.
Catherine Thorpe 06 2896456 w. 06
2917978 H. 018 630496; SSO. Peter
Dall 06 28 13746 H. 062684139 W
Nth Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av. Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Gerry Gerus 0 19
6 17935.07034 145 1 ph/fx : Secrrrs:
Ron Hu xhagen 079 552913. 079
555 133 Fx
HGAWA
PO Box 82. South Perth 6 151 ; Pres
Doug Trent: 09 4594702 H. 09
4516990 W: Sec Keith Lush 09
3673479 H. 09 3679066 W, fx :.
4741202 : PG Rep Evan Williams 09
4585454 H: Trike Rep Graham

John Heffernan
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina
McDonald 09 3649226 H, 09
4186461B
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3 18 1; Pres
Rob Van Der Kl ooster: 052 223019
AH , 052 272523 BH : Sec Tony
Hughes : 052438245 AH , 052
641091 BH
TasHGA
PO Box 543 Mowbray TAS 7248 .
Sec. Steve Drinkald 003 267327 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St. Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08
2130660, Fax 08 2117115
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Secrrreas Ron
Huxhagen 079
552913,079555122
Fx

Clubs
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
0755453391
Sec. Gordon Bieske
07555435149 H
SSO. Geoff Dossetor
0755435631
PG Rep. Phil Hystek
0755437236
Gladstone HG Club
4 Cairncross St
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
079793414
Sec. Sandy Gemmell

079750232
Publicity Officer
Hans Respondek
079721203
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
53 Yungar St Coolum
Qld 4573
Pres. Mal Price
074480038
Vice-Pres Geoff
Borthwick
074760784
Secrrreas. Cathy
Edmunds
074463421
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc
Inc
Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645 H, 077
538565 W
Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe
077 212666 H, 077
721766 W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077 724467
Sec Dave McManus
077 723043 H
Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H
Whitsundays HG
Club
Pres. Waync Smith
079513392

I Cap
I Leather Key Ring - metal with full
colour enamel logo

9.00
6.95

I Metal Lapel Badge
4 .95
I Car stickers
2.00
I Embroidered badge
2.95
I Topographic maps for all areas at discoum prices
I Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts
available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money
I order, bankcard, visa and mastercard acceplI ed, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
I vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
I
ordel: Delivery 14 days when ex sfOck.
I HGFA Schedule of Fees
I Membership Fees
11 2 months (FULL) Membership
$ 125
I (SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$ 135
I (WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$130
I Additional Family Member ( 12 months) $50
$45
Short Term Membership (4 months)
I Visi ting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45
I Trainee Membership (TM ) 10 Days
I available through instructors only
$ 15
I (12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription on ly $50
I Overseas (sent SAL)
$65
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95

I Certificate & Insurance Fees
I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
I Passenger Endorsement annual
I renewal fee

$20

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc
Pres Joe Barton
066803229
SSO Neil Mersham
066858768; 018
44 1742
meet I st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG
Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Great Lakes HGC
Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson

065558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
IIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st
Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
ProAnne McRitchie
064 576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064 567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
C lub Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
06582 1966
Mudgee District
Sport Aviation Club

$150 pa
Initial issue (12 mths)
$40 qtr
(3 mths)
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
$250
Endorsement annual renewal fee
Training Facility - Inspection and/or
Approval fee
$80 *
PHG In structor Examination & checkfli ghts (payable to PHG Examiner)
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $ 100
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)
$50
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs.
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting
$30
Licence, manuals, etc) #
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACC training course, registration &
$30
manuals. etc) ##
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA
Comp Manual. Section 7 FAI Sporting
Code. Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20
FAI International Pilot Proficiency
Identificati on Card (IPPI ) Noncompet ition flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$ni l
$ 10
Replacement Operations Manual
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
$ 15
NB: * Charged at $80 per half day of inspection
plus travel expenses (max. $250 per inspecti on/approval).
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.

$150
$ 150 pa.
## Includes all upd ated material from Level I.
Initial issue (3 mths)
$40 qtr
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
I Instructor Certificates annual renewal fee$150
Facility approvals.
_____________________________
ILPassenger
Carrying Endorsements:

I Instructor Certificates (12 mths)
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Inc
Sec. Darryl Ashlin
063742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213804 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches
HG Club Inc
(Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Craig Docherty
029824468
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW
2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
042942273 H
015237565
Sec . Karen Lederer
042942273
0411 362273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO Pascal Ferret
042943533
Next meeting noted in
newsletter.
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Treas John Trude
024 166758
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
025254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec Deirdre Skillen
027275087
Treas Roger
Montgomery
02 220J 199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamworthlManilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

ACT
Canberra Sports
Aviation C luh Inc
Pres. Allan Taylor
0628863 11
Sec . Robert Burns
062581 181
Meet 1st Tues ea Illth
The George Harco urt
Inn Gold Creek Rd
Gungahlin 8 pm

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Pres . Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec . John Caner
03 7285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H

Meet 3rd Wed YorkOn-Lilydale, Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Geoff
White
057501244,0 18
052793
Sec Karl Texler Jnr
057501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets 1st
Saturday ea month
Bright Shire Offices
7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Rachel Bain
03 98889454 H
03 98983742 W
Sec. David Mills
0398192712 H
03 92822448 W
I st Wed ea month
Retreat Hotel. 226
Nicholson St.
Abbotsford
Southern Cross
Paragliding Inc
Pres. Kevin Gingell Kem
Sec. Craig Maninson
03 5928382
Meet last Wed of ea
month Anchor & Hope
Hotel 481 Church St
Richmond
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres. Andrew
McKinnon 03 4371069
Vice Pres. Nicole
Shalders 053 3 18 178
Sec. Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufon

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
09307 1816
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson 09 3647872
Sec Mike Field
094097903
Treas . Michael Derry
0934 1527 1
Cloud Base
Paragliding Cluh Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
093881584
Meet 1st Wed .
Boulevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Gary Bennett
093804357
St::c Anna Munt
09377202 1
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
09 1 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H
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Very Important Site Notices
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Eastern Hang Gliding Club, Victoria
Urgent
appy New Year to you all! By now most of us will be fully
into the routines of daily life. I trust you all enjoyed lots of
good weather and hours of flying and relaxation! I have had
some time off as well hence the lateness of this issue. All will be back
on track for February!

H

Please take heed of the site notices to the right. There is also an
important notice regarding Sydney's Northern Beaches sites on page
23. Please fly responsibly and assist others to do so as well.
In this issue there is some good reading, There is the second part
of Rick Nothard's article about learning to fly. Some of us will
remember those same thoughts, fears and exhilarations. It is worth
taking the time to remember the simple pleasures of flying.
As a late note the Training Camp planned for February has been
cancelled. For further information please contact Ian Jarman at HGFA
on 069 472888.
Our December cover title was incorrect; Tony Knight was actually flying near Ager, Spain and not Switzerland as printed. Also a note
from Brian Webb: if any paraglider pilots are interested in further
information on his article that appeared on page 34 please call him. A
spreadsheet was left out which would have explained a few of the pionts.
In a New Year clean up I have been assisted in returning photos
and mailing cheques for cover photos and articles. Many thanks to
those contributors! Until next issue ...

Attention: Donabuang is at risk of being lost and is now strictly
rated advanced only until further notice.
Absolutely no landing in the emergency bomb-out paddock by
demand of the owner.

Notice to all Visitors to Byron Bay NSW Sites
Due to the delicate nature of our sites and recent concerns with
transient pilots all intending visiting pilots must contact a local duty
officer prior to any flying.
Lennox Head has been upgraded to advanced, with experienced
intermediate under full radio supervision in good conditions.
All our inland sites are advanced with concessions to experienced intermediates on a day-to-day basis. So bring your log books,
rating card and UHF radios with you to maximise your chances of
flying and to enhance your safety.
Safety Officer: see contacts as per signs and page 3 of
Skysailor.

Please help us keep our sites!
Sydney University Hang Gliding Club
If you are interested in joining the University of Sydney Handg
Gliding Club please contact Dan on 02 3512908 w or
dpalmer@bio.usyd.edu.au

Here's to a safe 1996
Marie Jeffery
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oyes introduces the new state-of-the-art

harness - the

X T REM E

designed and tested

to give you many hours of comfortable airtime
and years of durable use, its construction is
simple yet strong, with a stainless steel rod
with a delrin slider which conform.s to the

shape of a hardened aluminium backplate.
The single main suspension strap is attached to
the slider allowing it

to

slide forward and back,

the pilot can easily rotate from a prone position
to an upright position for takeoffs and landings. Constructed with full continuous webbing reinforcement
throughout the harness. Be the first to experience the new

X TREME

harness by Moyes.

~

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS Pty Ltd 173 Bronte Road Waverley NSW 2024 Australia Tel: 61 23875622 Fax: 6123874472
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5th Hang Gliding
World Championships
for Women
Press Release by Ian Jarman

Dear Marie
Has the competition for a name closed
yet? My contribution would be the: Light
Weight Gliding Association or LGA. Hang
gliders, paragliders, motor gliders (trikes)
and soon to come rigid wing, or ultralight
sailplane classes would all be covered.

Light Weight Gliding
Association
Wizzy computer generated 3D logos can
be made available if requested. Keep up the
great work.
Yours sincerely
Warren Hall

Dear Editor
I would be interested in other pilots'
views or ideas on using or expanding on a
towing concept wh ich uses the same system
as a water skier. Gripping the tow rope with

he World's top women hang glider
pilots are beginning to converge on
Bright in the Victorian Alps for the
5th World Championships in hang gliding.
The Championships get underway on Jan 26
with 12 competition rounds to be held
between 29 Jan and Feb 10.

T

The organisers of the event have confirmed entries from 12 nations with 54 competing pilots and a further 30 support crew,
coaches and managers, making this the
largest International women's hang gliding
contest ever held.
The current world champion Annelise
Muller from Switzerland will lead up the
very strong Swiss team that also took the
teams
medal
at
the ' last
World
Championships held in the USA in 1994.
The US team will be lead by silver
meda list Kari Castle who has considerable
experience in the Victorian Alps and must be
considered a real chance of another top place
if conditions get hot and strong. The US team
has suffered a set back with US Women's
Champion, Tammy Burcar suffering a shoulder dislocation last month. As Bronze medallists at home in '94 this has not improved
their chances of another medal. It remains to
be seen if Tammy will be back to full fitness
and strength in time for the competition
although she maintains that she will be flying.
The 1994 indi vidual bronze medalist,
Katia Schmitt from France will head up the
usual strong French contingent. The French
hang glider pilots have really taken to
Austral ian !lying in recent years with as

the hands and the A-frame so that it can be
released instinctively without letting go the
A-frame.

CP Skeales
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many as 50 pilots spending 2-3 months on
the Australian competition circuit each season. Obviously they will feel quite at home
in the summer skies of Victoria. Like
Switzerland, France had three pilots in the
top ten at the 1994 World Championships.
Hopes of an Australian meda l have been
strengthened by the selection of a very strong
team with a good mix of experience and bold
young pilots.
Jenny Ganderton from Forbes NSW, a
World record holder and veteran of all World
Championships will lead the team . Toni
Noud of Stanwell Park NSW (Australia's
most famous hang gliding town) and Helen
Ross of Canungra in the Qld-NSW Border
Ranges bring to the team many years of
international experience and nearly a decade
of competition knowledge in the Vic Alps.
Tove Heaney, another world record holder, instructor and young mum from Canberra
has been in terri fic form this past year and
her inclUSIOn in the team really raises thc
hopes for an Aussie victory. Tove has a real
chance of taking the individual gold medal.
The team is completed with two young
guns. Neva Bull of Newcastle and Sarah
Chadwick of Perth represent the new face of
competition hang g li ding. Articulate. young
and athletil.:, their a pproach to the sport i~
exciting and highly technical. They (;Quid
surprise many of the more experienced pilot ~
and really provide the Aussie team with a
depth and consistency that was perhaps lacking in the past.
Neva is the first person in Australia to
receive a University Sporting Blue for hang
gliding. An improvement over the team's 4th
place at the last worlds is extremely likely.
Tourism Victoria should be well pleased
with their generous support for the World
Championships as already hang gliding and
paragliding visitor numbers have exceeded
all expectation with further promotion of the
ViI.: Alps likely as overseas television and
sport production companies arrive to cove r
the hang gliding events.
The Australian Sports Commission ha~
also backed a winner through their support of
the Women 's Worlds. With a key objective to
foster international standard I.:ompetition in
Australia the season has already eclipsed previous overseas entries in all events. Just as
importantly, women's hang gliding is set for

SKYSA ILOR

rapid growth due to this exposure, especially
if the Aussie team can take out some medals.

WOMENS WORLDS - UPDATE

The Bogong Cup
The Bogong Cup begins on Saturday Jan
6, in the Kiewa Valley just 20 km from
Bright. Moat of the women pilots will be
using this World class event as a final warmup as it uses the same launch sites and area
as the Worlds. Performances here will give
an indication of what teams are likely to be
favourites to take medals at the World
Championships. With more than 120 competitors entered the Victorian skies will be
filled with spiralling gaggles of gliders as
they navigate around 100 km courses set
over the valleys and ridges of NE Vic.

Australian Open Championships
Many of these women pilots are gaining
a feel for the local flying conditions in a
series of lead up events including the
Australian Open Championships just completed at Hay, NSW and taken out by
Hungarian pilot Attila Bertok.
The
Australian Open Champion title went to
Rohan Holtkamp, hang gliding instructor and
national team member from Trawalla in
Victoria. Rohan finished fourth overall just
behind Tomas Suchanek (three times and
current World Champions) and Bob Baier the
current German National Champion in a very
high standard international event.

The Forbes Flatland International
This annual competition has grown into
the biggest and most gruelling hang gliding
competItIOn
outside
of
a
World
Championship. With the Open Worlds set for
Forbes in 1998, already many nations are
blooding their potential teams in the heat,
dust and wide blue skies of the NSW central
western plains. A tow launch is the only
means of getting airborne in this flat wheat
country and the European and alpine pilots
are taking every opportunity to become
familiar with this technique before 1998. The
South Africans, Australians, French and
Americans have a distinct experience advantage in ground and aerotow launch procedures. Organisers are expecting in excess of
ISO entrants representing all the major hang
gliding nations.

OFFICIAL ENTRIES
COUNTRY - NEW ZEALAND

COUNTRY - GERMANY

PILOT
PILOT

TASCHA McLELLAN
AJ MURRAY

COUNTRY
PILOT
PILOT

HUNGARY
EVA MENYHART
RITA ROZSAHEGYI

PILOT
PILOT
PILOT
PILOT
PILOT
PILOT
TEAM LEADER
ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT

COUNTRY - SWITZERLAND
PILOT
ANNELISE MULLER
PILOT
BARBARA EGGLER
PILOT
MARINA VON ARX
PILOT
BARBARA BACHMANN
PILOT
KARIN GNOS
TEAM LEADER MARTIN HARRI
PAUL HASENFRATZ
ASSISTANT
COUNTRY-FRANCE
PILOT
FRANCOISE MOCELLIN
PILOT
ISABELLE LE TELLIER
PILOT
MARIE-JO RUFAT
PILOT
KATIA SCMITT
PILOT
CAROLINE GUILLEMANT
PILOT
CORINNE GOURGEONET
STEFAN VIELIEDENT
COUNTRY - UNITED STATES
PILOT
KARl CASTLE
TAMMY BURCAR
PILOT
PILOT
CLAIRE PAGEN
PILOT
SAMANTHA MOORE
PILOT
ALLISON BAUMHEFNER
PILOT
CJ STURTEVANT
GEORGE STURTEVANT
ASSISTANT
COUNTRY - RUSSIA
PILOT
ELENA YARMONTOVICH
PILOT
NATALIA KHAMLOVA
PILOT
NATALIA OETROVA
PILOT
ELENA ONICHKO
PILOT
ELENA VOSTRIKOVA
PILOT
LARISA NIKOULINA
TEAM LEADER VLADIMIR ZABAVA
ASSISTANT
VALERI JEGLOV
ASSISTANT
MIKHAIL LEBEDEV
ASSISTANT
KYZYL-OOL MONGOUCH

CORINNA SCHWIEGERSHAUSEN
ANJA KOHRAUSCH
ROSI BRAMS
MANUELA SCHNEIDER
SYBILLE FISCHER
MONIQUE WERNER
RICHARD HERMANN
DIETER SCHWEIGERSHAUSEN
RUPERT FISCHER

COUNTRY - JAPAN
PILOT
SHOUKO KAGAWA
PILOT
ERI FUJITA
PILOT
AKIKO OKADA
PILOT
MITSUKO YAKO
PILOT
MASUMI GODA
PILOT
KYOKO OMI
TEAM LEADER EliCH I TANAKA
COUNTRY - GREAT BRITAIN
PILOT
KATHLEFN RIGG
PILOT
JENNY AUKLAND
PILOT
NIKI HAMILTON
PILOT
LINDA BARNETT
ASSISTANT
UNKNOWN
COUNTRY-KAZAKHSTAN
PILOT
VIKTORIA SAFONOVA
PILOT
ELENA MIRAKOVA
PILOT
OLGA ZYGINA
PILOT
ELENA SAVINA
TEAM LEADER MALIK ALPYSBAEV
ABYHAN KAQUOOV
ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT
ERMEK JAPAROV
COUNTRY - AUSTRALIA
PILOT
NEVA BULL
PILOT
TONI NOUD
PILOT
JENNY GANDERTON
PILOT
SARA CHADWICK
PILOT
TOVE HEANEY
PILOT
HELEN ROSS
ASSISTANT
ROHAN HOLTKAMP
COUNTRY - MEXICO
PILOT
ERIKA CORRAL
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The "Flatlands" contest will start on 16
January and involve eight days of 40 degree
heat on the ground, strong thermals and sub
zero temperatures in the air, long tiring
flights and late night retrievals. Courses at
the Flatlands often exceed 200 km in length
which for many pilots means 5-6 hours of
flying each day. This is aviation's equivalent
of the "iron man" series. +

An Australian summer sky
Photo by Warwick Duncan
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Requirements: Intermediate rating with inland experience. camera,
UHF radio, altimeter, parachute and map.
Contact: Wesley Hill on 03 95783096 or 018 305943

....................................
1996 Australian Nationals & Pre
Paragliding World Cup

Australian Competitions
NSW State League
February 24-25: Meet at Freeman's Waterhole at 9.30 am
March 16-17: Meet at Manila at 9.30 am
Entry fee for the entire 10 rounds will be $50 which will cover film
processing and local map. Surplus funds will go to prize money.
For further details, contact Steve Gilmour (Moyes 02 3875622), Mark
Newland (Enterprise 042 942052) and Rick Duncan (AirBorne 049
499199).

1996 Victorian Hang Gliding Open
Dates: 17-25 February 1996
B & C grade results will be based on the weekend rounds (17, 18, 24
& 25/2/96)
Venue: Corryong - Mt Elliott & Mt Mittamatite
Prizes: 1st, 2nd & Victorian Champion in Open, B & C grades. Also
Womens, Masters and Teams prizes
Maximum Entries: 50
Entry fee: $40
Sanciton: HGFA B

BRIGHT HIKERS
In the High Country of North East Victoria

Venue: Bright
Dates: 28 February - 6 March 1996, 26 & 27 Feb practice days, 7
March lay day & presentation
Cost: $220. Does not include transport or retrieve
Sanction: HGFA AAA; CIVL Category 2
Scoring: HGFAlPWC. All competitors will be scored on both systems
Capacity: 80 pilots
Officials: Heather Stricek, Meet Director, Brian Webb Organisation

Note: Closing date for registration 14 January 1996.
Information pack & Registration: Australian Nationals / Pre PWC,
PO Box 3, Bright Vic 3741. Tel: 057551753, fax 057 501153, email
l00352.530@compuserve.com

............................................
WA State Championships, Wongan Hills

End February/early March
Open to all pilots with cash prizes. For further information call Sam
Blight 09 3363738 BH and 09 3397991 AH.

................................
1996 NSW Paragliding Open
Manilla NW NSW
9-16 March 1996
First prize: GPS Garmin 45 ($800)
Second prize: HANWAG FLY 2000 flying boots ($350)
Third prize: EZY-EYES sunglasses ($80)
Other prizes incl. $ 1000 discount off any ADVANCE glider (transferable) for the best intermediate pilot. SKYWATCH windmeter,
EZY -EYES sunglasses and T-shirts.

Category: National Ladder' A' grade
Maximum entries: 75
Entryfee: $100 ($ 125 for late entries after 16 Feb) Cheque or MO
to "Manilla Comps" PO Box 7 Grose Vale NSW 2753. Entry fee
includes posted info. pack, all films/processing and limited up hill
transport.
Requirements: Intermediate inland experience, databack camera.
UHF radio, reserve, 1:250,000 Natmap 'Manilla' SH 56-9 is recommended. Novice wind techs. are most welcome.

Our hostel is a five star (AAA Rated)
flyers paradise .
Twin rooms and small dorms. Large
lounge with fully equipped kitchen.
Clean bathrooms. Coin laundry. BBO
area and Garnes room.
Our Flyer specific services include ___ . __ _
Flying Manuals
Maps
Tee shirts
Avfax weather information
Flying videos
Heaps of magazines
Paraglider Flying suits and more .

NSW Titles, Manilla
Dates: 17 - 24 March 1996
Open . B grade, Womens and possibly Masters.
Entry fee $ I 20 includes T-shirt and dinner. Late entry fee of $15
after 25 February 1996.

"Sky out during the day then corne and
relax and exchange your flying yarns
with pilots from all over the globe"

Limited to 60 pilots maximum. Advanced rated or competent intermediate. UHF radio. repacked parachute & data back camera
required. In association, the' Airborne Interclub Challenge' trophy
will be contested. This trophy is currently held by the Newcastle
Club.

The hostel is in the centre of the town
opposite the post office .
Prices from $14 pp pn (dorm) to $20 pp
pn single room. Breakfast available
from $3.50.

Entry open now, cheque or MO marked '96 NSW Titles to Bill
Olive, 42 Princes Ave, Charlestown NSW 2290. Phone 049 213804
wk.

Geoff or Maz White
Top Floor 4 Ireland Street. Bright Vic 3741
Ph 05750 1244 Fax 05750 1246
Mobile 018 052793 Email gWhite@lMNW.netc net au
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For more information phone Godfrey Wenness on 045 721594 or
fax 045 721542.

Canberra Paragliding Festival
29th-3 Jst March J996
A parag liding Festival to end the competition season! I

SKYSAILOR

Novice to Advanced pilots and friends welcome.only fifty dollars for
a weekend offun and entertainment.
Proudly supported by Canberra Milk, The Southern Cross Club.
For more information call Isobel on 015 625694.

4th Annual Flatter than the Flatlands Easter Towing
Competition (incorporating the Vic-SA Challenge)
Where: Birchip, Victoria
When: Easter 1996 (5-8 April)
Why: To make sure that good triumphs over evil ie to beat the South
Australians
How much: $50 per person
Entries accpeted from teams only
Cameras are not required though may be used as ballast
GPS permitted
Entry fee includes map
Pilots must have a tow endorsement, parachute, altimeter and radio
Cheques payable to "Flatter Than The Flatlands"
Entry is limited so enter EARLY.
Entries to : Warwick Duncan, Flatter Than the Flatlands, 51121
Northumberland Rd, Pascoe Vale VIC 3044; enquiries 03 93068085.

Overseas Competitions
La Victoria, Venezuela Hang Gliding Competition
Date: 2-9 March 1996
Entry fee: US$200 includes transportation airport-hotel-airport,
transportation for retrieval , map, fulm and great flying atmosphere.
Contact: luli o Castro fax (58-2) 2340297

24-3 J July: Reno, Nevada (USA). Ray Leonard, 3650 Research Way
#22, Carson City, NV 89706 USA. Tel : +1 7028837070, fax +1 702
8844030
20-25 August: Preddvor, Slovenia. Bojan Marcie, Ziebe Li, 61215
Medvode, Slovenia. Tel/fax: +386 61 612646.
Discussion are in progress for further WHGS to be held in France,
Italy, Turkey and USA.

.....................................
PWCA Provisional Calendar 1996

Caracas, Venezuela
17-25 February. III Abierto Internacional de Parapente, tel: ++582 92
5022191 6049, fax ++582 91 3035/6623580
Feltre, Italy
27 April - I May. Para e Delta Club Feltre, tel & fax ++3943981770
Gresivaudan (Grenoble) France
7-12 May, sylvian Tyroche, fax ++33 7608 3399
Zillertal, Austria
25-30 June. Monika Eberharter, tel ++43 5282 2281, fax ++43 5282
228180
Grindelwald, Switzerland
3-71uly. The Secretary, Sportzentrum, tel ++ 413653 1212, fax
++41 3653 3088
Granada, Spain
15-20 July. Club de Parapente Draco, tel ++ 34 58 488560, fax ++34
58488726
Chamonix, France
27 Aug - I Sep. Yves Mollier, tel ++33 5055 5281, fax ++33 5054
5295 +

XV International Flight Meeting
Montegrappa,Italy
Hang gliding, paragliding and ultralight competitions to award the
European Cup for Nations and the Trade Mark prize for international
Flight Exhibitions.

Date: 4-8 April 1996
For further information contact Stefano Salvatore, Via Marostegana,
62-35016 Piazzola SIB Padova (Italia), phone 049 5591 198.

Norfolk Island Air Show
22-23 April /996
Norfolk 's first airshow is part of a week of activities and entertainment to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the RAAF. All types
of aircraft are welcome and some transportation is available. (See
October issue for full details)
Contact Air Show Director Allan Taylor on 06 2886311 or fax 06
2880830.

1996 Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships
Dates: 30 June - 6 July 1996
Fees: CDN$70.00
Site: Eastend Saskatchewan Canada
Type: towing with ridge days (weather permitting)
COlltact: Mike Rebling w 306 352 3337, h 306 586 8679, Garth
Hemming w 306 259 3233, fax 306 295 3581

World Hang Gliding Series
8-/4 June: Castejon de Sos, Pyranees, Spain. Organiser: Ana Lopez
Calle Rocafondo No 5 Local 08301 Mataro Spain ; tel +34 3 790
8482, fax +34 3 790 8656
/6-22 June: Sierra Nevada, Spain. Organiser: Juan Morillas,
Granada; tel +3458488560, fax +34 58 488726, mob +34 08366146
23-29 June: Piedrahita, central Spain. Organiser: Steve Ham, Avila,
tel/fax: +342036222215
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The Sydney Microllght Centre Is Sydney's closest
approved mlcrolight training facility, located at
Wollongong Airport, south of Sydney on the Fe.

Learn to fly at our fully eAA licensed airport and avoid
hours spent travelling to distant country airstrips.

THE SYDNEY MICROLIGHT CENTRE
TrIal Instruction flights and flight training
available seven days a week (weather pennlttlng).
PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)
Telephone:

(042) 941 031 (office) 018 603 009 (airfield)
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I

couldn't understand why my cat has been hiding under the house
and refusing to show her face, then I realised - Miles Craven is
back!

I would like to think our tireless Safety Officers are a little less
aggressive than those Miles depicts. Please don't lose sight of the fact
that the work of Safety Officers ensures our ongoing freedom to fly
(and use our most valuable assets). As for Miles' comments regarding
hang gliding and politics - that is a joke - welcome back Miles .

ordered him to pay the HGFA's costs of that hearing. A copy of the
judgement is available to members on request.
This litigation was unfortunate, but it did clarify the legal relationship between the HGFA, and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority
(CASA) and the Civil Aviation Orders (CAOs). It also exposed a
weakness in the current HGFA Constitution which will need to be
amended. This change to the Constitution will be advertised shortly in
Skysailor.

RAPAC Meetings

Sale of Equipment

It Is vital that we lials~{ •. • . .• • • • •••••• •.• .......:
users (by
. . ) ••....•••:• •+ •

I have received letters from several
members expressing concern at the
number of old or inappropriate gliders
being sold to unsuspecting novice
pilots. In light of some ratty looking F....t~r:;tI7!.':"\\;J·
old gliders he had seen lately, one pilot
suggested that aircraft more than a few
years old should be inspected prior to
sale by a qualified person (such as the
Manufacturer or an accredited Agent).
After inspection an "Airworthiness
Certificate" would be issued, providing
a guarantee to the purchaser of the safety of the aircraft.

I must thank all the volunteers who
have been attending the Regional
Airspace Users Advisory Committee
(RAPAC) meetings on our behalf.
RAPAC meetings are held quarterly in
the capital cities. It is vital that we
liaise with other airspace users in this
way to ensure that our airspace needs
are considered. Though these meetings
often concentrate on matters relating to
General Aviation, there are sometimes
reviews of airspace and regulations
that affect our sports. As these meetings are held on weekdays. it is
necessary for our representatives to take time from work commitments to attend. Again, thanks to you all, keep up the good work.

meetings) to ensure .....
. airspace needs are
\ . . . . . cc;msidered.

It is already requirement that aircraft used for training operations
(whether solo or tandem) must be maintained by a qualified person,
though I personally cannot see a need to adopt Airworthiness
Certificates for our aircraft used for private solo operations at this
time. It has not become apparent that older gliders have caused accidents, though inadequately maintained gliders have led to serious
accidents in the past. Pilots must be aware that maintenance is
absolutely necessary and a maintenance log should be sought prior to
buying a used aircraft.

Disciplinary Proceedings
There have been a number of enquiries made from members about
the Court action taken by Peter Wilson. a Microlight Chief Flying
Instructor from Tumut, against the HGFA arising from disciplinary
proceedings taken against him. Justice Windeyer set aside the decisions of the HGFA Disciplinary and Appeal Tribunals and ordered the
HGFA to pay Wilson's costs. Wilson then claimed in a separate hearing to be entitled to damages. Justice Windeyer rejected his claim and

UVEX
The helmet camp pilots wear.

The world's lightest full face
helmet, designed for your
comfort and safety.

It's tile best money can buy.
Available in XS/SIMIL/XL/XXL

Phone 075 463021
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Accident Statistics
Thanks also to Jenny Ganderton for her work in entering accident
reports on the HGFA Accident Database. All reported accidents since
1992 have now been entered. I have been looking through the statistics trying to identify any trends which we may be able to counter:
this process is ongoing. The following are few preliminary observations .
The numbers of reported accidents have increased each year.
except this past year where a slight drop is apparent. I suspect the earlier increases were due to the diligence of our Safety Officers and
pilots, though the recent drop is encouraging. Bear in mind that these
figures are taken over only the last four years, statistically quite a
small sample.
Since 1992 accidents leading to pilot fatality number nine hang
gliding. nil paragliding and two microlighting (and one microlight
passenger fatality). On the strength of this one would suspect that
paragliding is the safest of the three disciplines.
Accidents leading to minor injury numbered around thirty per
annum and involved six times as many hang gliders as paragliders and only a few microlights . Given that we have four times as
many hang gliding members than paragliding members in the
HGFA, the chance of minor injury appears slightly higher if you
are tlying a hang glider rather than a paraglider.
Accidents resulting in an injury requiring doctor treatment
average around twenty per annum. Of these, less than one per
annum involves microlights with the remainder divided between
hang gliding and paragliding at close to a four to one ratio (the
same as the membership ratio).
Accidents re ulting in hospital treatment being necessary
average around thirty per year, approximately twenty hang gliding, ten paragliding and one microlighting. Again taking into
account the four to one ratio of hang gliding to paragl iding members, it follows that a paraglider pilot is almost twice as likely to
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suffer an injury requiring hospitalisation as a hang glider pilot. On
considering this conclusion, one possible explanation must be the fact
that the rigid frame of a hang glider or microlight protects the pilot to
some degree from serious injury, where in a paragliding accident the
pilot is usually the first point of contact. Less than half the reported
microlight accidents where the aircraft was substantially damaged led
to pilot injury.
The following table shows percentages of pilots in each rating category involved in a serious accident per year (serious = fatality ; or
requiring doctor or hospital treatment).
Student
Restricted
Intermediate
Advanced

HG
HG
HG
HG

-

1.94%
1.73%
1.51 %
1.58%

PG
PG
PG
PG

-

1.71 %
1.39%
2.97%
2.5%

Average

HG - 1.69%

PG - 2.14%

Microlight

Student - nil

Pilot - 0.52%

These figures raise some major concerns. One would think that
students under direct instructor supervision would be less likely to be
injured , apparently not the case. This area must be the major focus for
improvement for all instructors (and myself).
The figures also dispel the belief that more experienced pilots are
less likely to have an accident (in paragliding this is certainly not the
case, in hang gliding the risk is only slightly reduced). I recently read
some statistics on General Aviation accidents which also reflect this
syndrome.
The GA accidents studied were divided into two categories; those
caused by incorrect "Handling Techniques " and those resulting from
"Operational Decisions ". As pilots gained experience the likelihood
of having an accident resulting from handling techniques diminished
substantially. However, the likelihood of an accident resulting from
operational decisions did not diminish with pilot experience, in fact
the incidence of this kind of accident increased slightly with experience. Likely causes are related to "Human Factors" - experienced
pilots will often make decisions in an automated fashion, sometimes
without full concentration or without analysing all factors before
them. This can result in the pilot being further down the "chain of
decision" before realising a potential risk . There is also often an element of bravado or "complacency" which can also lead to accidents.
I recommend that all pilots read one of the various books published on " Human Factors" for GA. Though these books are mostly
aimed at the GA pilot, there is valuable information which is relevant
to sport aviation. A good publication is "Air Craft - Human
Performance and Limitations" by Tony Wilson, available from aviation book shops.

Accidents
No 1
Hang Gliding Advanced Certificate holder
594 hours
High performance hang glider
Broken ribs, punctured lung, fractured
collar-bone
Aircraft Damage: Total write off
Wind Conditions: Steady 8 knots
Location:
Sheer 500' coastal site with rounded launch

Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

No2
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Wind Conditions:
Location:

Paragliding Instructor
55 hours
Intermediate paraglider
Wedge fracture of L2 vertebra
Nil
15 knots
Sheer 500' coastal site

Description: Top landing on verge of cliff, when 2 metres AGL
pilot encountered unexpected headwind due to wind compression
over the top of the hill. Rather than applying speed system, pilot
allowed the glider to drift backward. At approx 10 metres behind lip
of cliff encountered rotor turbulence and LHS canopy collapsed, pilot
dropped approx. 2 metres to ground landing on legs then sat on buttocks, fracturing lower back.
Comments: The accident occurred after a long day 's instruction,
fatigue no doubt contributing to the pilot's decision not to apply speed
system. Pilot was surprised to suffer any injury, the fall seeming
minor (leading to a month in hospital on his back, followed by not
being able to lift for six months). The harness did not incorporate any
padding or a back plate.
No3
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Weather:
Location:

Microlight Pilot Certificate holder
80 hours
Two-place Microlight
Minor bruising
Major damage to trike base and wing
Blustery wind at 5 to 20 knots
Inland airstrip

Description: As the pilot considered the conditions to be "marginal", he decided to fly solo to check conditions prior to taking a
friend for a flight. Once airborne the conditions were rough and on
landing successfully the pilot decided to fly solo to practice landings
in rough conditions. Several more landings were successfully
achieved, with the wind fluctuating in speed and direction. The sixth
landing was attempted further down the strip from previous landings,
slightly closer to a building adjacent the strip. On final approach one
wing dropped suddenly and despite the pilot's aggressive efforts to
correct, the aircraft's wing tip hit the ground first and the aircraft
tlipped onto its side.
Comments: Contributing factors in this accident were mechanical
turbulence from the adjacent building coupled with the prevailing
"blustery" conditions ; and low aircraft loading (60kg pilot, little fuel)
reducing the pilot's authority over the aircraft.
The pilot commented: " I shouldn't have tlown in such conditions
and 1 should have approached at higher speed to allow better control".
I can't argue with that.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth

+

Description: Wing dropped during take-off run resulting in
LH turn as glider left the ground, pilot attempted correction
unsuccessfully, glider clipped bushes on edge and spun, impacting near the cliff edge. Pilot and glider fell 200' to land on a narrow ledge. Glider suffered broken control frame and leading
edge, but had to be thrown off ledge to enable helicopter rescue.
Comments: Pilot has almost twenty years flying experience
and felt that he had a good launch technique, yet this accident
still occurred. Witnesses stated that the nose appeared too high
prior to the start of the launch run. It was the pilot's second flight
in this glider and he suspects that his hang point was too far rearward, contributing to the tendency for the nose to lift.
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Enqulrie6 Dave Gon6alve6 06f51412427 or

015006680
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Executive Director's &
HGFA Office Report
Computer problems
We apologise for any inconvenience experienced by members
during the past month . There have been delays in most procedures
involving the HGFA computer system resulting from a variety of software and hardware problems. We are (hopefully ) back on track and
member service delays should be minimal.

before we proceed. We anticipate that this change over will occur in
January provided we are free of program bugs.

Development plan & club planning workshops
The HGFA Development Plan is set for major revision throughout
the fi rst half of next year. I will be contin uing club/regional planning
works hops throughout the months of April- July.

Accounts reporting and state
fee payments
These have also been delayed by
the above problems, not the least by
severe data corruption on the accou nting software. Fortunately an uncorrupted backup was finally located and our
data entry tasks are limited to the computer down time. I anticipate that this
will completed and brought up to date
by early Janu ary.

At thi s stage I anticipate ViclTas in
May, NSW in June and Qld in July.

These workshops wi ll continue
startin g with SA March 9-10, ViclTas
during May, NSW June and Qld Jul y to
coincide with the other workshops if
possible.
I wo uld welcome discussion of possible dates with clubs and associations.
(069472888 between 8am-4pm EST)

HGFA database

HGFA Sponsorship

We are all but ready to switch over to the new membership data
base system. The new membership card needs some final refi nement

Get the
BEST
release available
WI NGTECH rei ems come complete with:
BRIDLES ror aero and ground tow
QUICKLINKS ror rut secure attatchment
TOW RI NGS ror smooth exits
CONES to sm weak-links
INSTRUCTIONS with diagrams
All this in I slim pack STORAGE
BAG that rits neatlv in anV harneu_
Your release "ill alwlYs be where vou
need it - with voar riVing kit.
H.G. Combo ... $80.00
H.G. Aero tow... $60.00
Paraglider... $60.00
Available rrom •.•
Wingtech ........... (049) 499 222
Airborne .... .. .. ... . (049) 499 199
Dynamic Flight. ... (053) 492845
Eagle HGS .... ..... (057) 551724
South Coast HGS .(085) 563030
ACT Paragliding ...(06) 2823612

WINGTECH
SailsforFlight
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Sports Coach Program

"It may be well worth the trip to
Bright for a fly and to be part of
the closing ceremony and
party (for the Womens World
Championships). "

The HGFA has entered an agreement with a Melbourne marketing
company · to pursue appropriate sponsorship on a commission basis .
Initial proposals are currently being discussed with a major company for a 4 year sponsorship program involving HGFA sanctioned
international events and teams. We will announce the details shou ld
we be successful.

Womens World Championships
(Bright, 26 Jan -10 Feb)
Entries conti nu e to arrive at the time of writing and the competition is set to have more entries than any of the previous Women~
World Championships. The opening ceremony will be on Australia
Day and the C losing ceremony at the Pinewood is set for the 10th
Feb. It may be well worth the trip to Bright for a fly and to be part
of the closing ceremony & party.
A limited number of T-shirts wi ll be available for general sa le~
otherwise speci fic orders must be recei ved by 12 Janu ary. Come
and support our very strong Aussie team.

The team
Jenny Ganderton (Central West NSW) , Toni Noud (Stanwell
Park NSW), Helen Ross (Canungra Qld), Tove Heaney (Canberra
ACT), Sarah C hadwick (Da lwallinu WA) and Neva Bull
(Newcastle NSW) . (Reserve, Sue Hansen SAHGA SA).

NEW HGFA MANUALS
I. HGFA Management Procedures Manual (no charge to c lubs )
To be distributed to all clubs during early '96 .
2. Competitions Manual (Cost $10)
Includes new FAI Section 7 Sporting Code.
3. HG FA Towing Procedures Manual (no charge)
(Includes static, winch and aero-tow procedures for HG and
paragliders)

Have a safe SUlllmer of flying.
Ian alld Margarel allile HGFA Office.
(13 Decemher 1995)

+
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Over the last 6 months I have been
doing a lot of flying, mainly
tandems. The question that bums on
most of my passenger's lips is, "Do
you ever get to use the chute?" To
which I reply, "There's never been a
chute deployment in W.A . and I'm
not about to be the first!" Little did I
know!!
I had been teaching in the morning. We
finished up early, too thermally, planning to
resume flying that evening. When we got to
the paddock at around 5.30 pm, I decided to
go for a quick tow to test the conditions.
There were a few thermals, but on the
whole, pretty smooth. After that landing, I
hopped back on the tow line for another
quick go. After reaching the end of the
track, I pinned off at about 850 feat and
headed back to launch.
On my way I decided to do a wing over.
After pulling in for speed, I went into the
manoeuvre. When I reached the top, the

glider seemed to stall and at this point
became inverted . Crack ! The inner leading
edge snapped - half way between the cross
bar junction and the nose. The glider started
tumbling and one of the cross bars broke.
Then the glider went into flat spin, strong
and fast.
At this point, I threw the chute and luckily it opened first time. I remember seeing
the bridle go out and then I heard the chute
open, I also remember feeling a whole lot
better about my situation at this point. I saw
the ground and some trees coming at me
rather fast but I don't actually remember hitting the deck. From what I can gather, I hit
my head as I was tumbling, so I was in and
out of consciousness. The chute deployed at
about 400 feet, so I was later informed . The
glider was a total wreck. All I had left was
one cross bar and the A frame . Apparently
in the confusion following the crash, I stood
over
my
broken
glider
shouting,
" Somebody 's f***ed my glider!! Who 's
f***ed my glider?!! Easy to laugh about it
now of course. Luckily, I fared a little better

than my glider - a fractured skull, a cut
above my eye, a couple of bruises and fo ur
days in hospital - I was back flying in less
than a week , I'm not quite sure exactly of
the cause, but it seems to be that I didn 't
have enough speed or enough bank, but I
learnt some val uable lessons from the whole
experience. This may be why I'm writing
thi s article.
Now, a few quick tips from a guy who
knows the drill :
Make sure you can easily reach your
parachute handle. Every time you fly, just
touch the handle a few times, so if you ever
need the chute, you will know exactly where
it is without looking for it.
When it comes to repack time, hang
your harness from a tree and get someone to
spin you around and see if you can throw the
chute without hitting the tree. The one thing
that shocked me was the speed of the spin.
Don't hesitate. It's better to use it than to
lose it!!

Jonathan Back, 63528

+

fly Cairns
g Gliding, Sailing, Reef Diving,
J~ajn Forest Walks

Price in

dl/j.~! ;; ( } ~kfbr~l t?eq. 'n breaky, lunch, transport'n
picku~. $ & most excursions
Tony: Arrnstrohg
.:::

(642) 942 999

'li iLV ilfi&f ~ N;Qrth :Q,ld,

Novice and Intermediate Pilos welcome
phone/fax: (042) 942584
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Eungella
By Nadine Condon
fter a great Gillies competition, heading down to Eungella '95 on 26/9 for
a week of absolutely brilliant flying
was a dream come true for the Cairns crew.

A

We joined around 20 other pilots including some from as far as W.A., S.A., and of
course those dirty Canungra boys, for some
really inspiring competition and had some
fun!! By the way, the
EO.B.s reckon those guys from
Canungra aren't invited next year, OK?
No, seriously the presence of a few "AA
Grade" pilots was really conducive to the
comp spirit;, and hell, someone's gotta hold
the bar up ... I think they put in a bigger effort
than the Cairns team in that department. A
slightly disappointing effort from the 'redwine brigade' (Wazza and Gerry) but the
'rum and coke squad' (Mark and Kevin)
shone brilliantly... and let's not forget ; the
efforts of our fearless President. .. hmm, on
second thought, we will forget that one. The
provoking of in-house hailstorms isn't worth
much on the tally anyway.
The ground crew are owed a debt of
thanks, especially when they were all dying

AGB
d&R~n

'95

to get into the air themselves. Mark kept
launch running smoothly as launch director.
As he wondered if his broken ribs had miraculously healed since he last checked (10 minutes before). Kas timed launches while gritting her teeth and pulling out her hair, wishing it was her turn, and Lisa patrolled the
casualty field ... oops did I say that? I meant
goal.
For six days straight we flew (or attempted some challenging tasks, with Cairns pilots
putting in some marathon efforts. It 's amazing how quickly 3 hours just fly by when ya
havin' fun, hey guys? Day 7, however,
dawned gloomy and with a light breeze from
over the back. Ever enthusiastic Ethel set up
the 'Elite' machine anyway which did ignite
some mild enthusiasm in the ranks, but it got
packed away real qui ck just before a howling
75 kmlph westerly gusted through . Hmm.
Time to cruise to Mackay girls'n'boys. Never
mind. The weather pulled through for us the
next day, which was a good finale for the
compo
Those of us with limited competition
experience learned some valuable lessons on
the importance of getting turn-point photos
right. Firstly, it does help if you're over the
right turnpoint. Yes, it's true!! After phenomenal goal-reaching flights, several pilots later
discovered they'd photographed the wrong
road junction, resulting in a bomb-out score.
Very unfortunate, but it goes to show how
vital it is to stay on course, and figure out
your bearings before setting out.
Secondly, when you're over turnpoint
(the correct one) make sure you're in the
right sector to take the photo and take the
shot holding the camera straight!' Hey, it didn' t occur to me that if I held the camera
upside-down, inside-out and back to front
with a twist of lemon, while hanging from

the A-frame by my ankles. I might cause
some confusion for the scoring officials .. .
Rob Saliba of the Eungella Chalet played
auctioneer at the "Calcutta" where we bid
lots of dollars on our comp favourites, and,
yes, lots of dollars were won by a few successful punters.
By the way it was Kevin's shout at the
AGM presentation night on Wednesday 411 0
.which took place after another good flying
day.
There were heaps of prizes, ranging from
"pilot who travelled furthest" for a W.A.
pilot. to "best telephone pole landing" (or
something like that) for Townsville's Dave
McManus. There was an "open" grade, separate from "A" & "S " due to the "AA" pilots
being there. Drew Cooper took first place in
open (yeah, we couldn't fathom it either);
2nd place went to our own Warwick Gill and
Michael Jackson came in at 3rd. Chris
Charters, that mad lad from S.A. won "A"
grade followed by Graeme Etherton (Ethel ),
Guru from Townsville and Gerry barely
whipped Kevin's butt to scream in at 3rd.
I'm afraid we Cairns-ites kept our fingers
out of the "S" grade honeypot which went to
Jamie Cameron , Scott Pottle and John
Strickland. "Most improved" award went to
Michael Jackson who blitzed most of the
field and can kiss goodbye his " S " grade status. Well done to Wazza whose effort won
him the title of "North Queensland
Champion"!' Incidentally, Warwick has suggested we give CD players and white goods
instead of trophies next year. And of course,
the women 's competition proved pretty
damned tough. but I pulled through ... sigh ..
yeah it was hard .
So, for those of you who couldn ' t make
it, that 's just too bad. Just don 't let it hap pen
again'! Next year. I strongly recommend
Eungella, even if you have to bring your girlfriend, boyfriend, mother-in-law. goldfish ,
whatever it takes. It'll be worth it.
Ciao!

+

Specialising in all
makes & models
of
hang glider sails

Call Andrew
018 046865
19 Tatura Ave
North Gosford NSW 2250
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!!lang In
By Brian Galloway, 1971

rrfze wiJU{ is up, the day is cfear, 13eneatfzeath 111lJ feet c[iff runs sheer,
I sense the breeze upon 111lJ face, I nviswfy now it gathers pace.
chorus:
Jiang in there ride me high
Jiang in with me while I ffy
.9Lround me now neW wings unfoU£ 'R.gffecting rays of bri![iant goU£
I rise 111lJ birdfrom its rooftop perch, Lik!- agothic triangfe from an ancient church.
rrfze featherfess arms of 111lJ ~ended fimbs, U'i![ ta~ 111lJ body to soar high on wiJ-tc£
rrfze first and brave move toward the edge, Into the wiJU{ they direct their wedge.
rrfzen without a sound away they g[ide, .9Lnd high afoft with eagfes stride,
.9Lnd as I now ta~ 111lJ feap, I fee[ the earth refease 111lJ feet.
On the edge of the wor[J I now ride, .9Lfone but free and with a wish toffy,
.9Lnd now high above what [ies befow, :My mind does wander with a body that ffows.

Mountain Cross Country
Adventure
Due to popular demand Silent Flight is organising a
non-towing adventure for early in 1996.
Commencing on Sunday 3/3/96 and ending on Saturday 9/3/96 this
seven day hang gliding event is one not to be missed.
We will travel to places that have hosted prestigious competitions
such as the World and Australian Championships. As with all
fantastic hang gliding sites height gains of 1O.OOOft and distances of
100km are not uncommon.

All inclusive. this Mountain Adventure has:
7 days flying
All lifts up hills
All retrieval
Accommodation

Breakfast. lunch and dinner
• Experienced instructor on hand
• Tips on cross country flying
• Test flights
And much much more

Areas to be explored will include:

Mount Buffalo. Mount Beauty.

Corryong and Tumut.
At Sitent Flight we specialise in helping pilots get the most out of their flying.
Whether you are Novice. Intermediate or Advanced. experience the thrill of flying
high over post card scenery and bring back memories that will never be forgotten.

Call Silent Flight and book in for the time of your life.
Your hosts ror the Mountain adventure are Tove and Grant Heaney. Yes, hang gliding is our business.

Call rove on (06) 294 1466
As with all our courses and tours book early as places are flll109 fast

Call for more information.

January 1996
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**** ATTENTION ALL PILOTS ****
Did you miss someone on your Christmas list? Why not select a gift from the wide
range of HGFA merchandise, which includes our new Polo shirts and Rugby

tops.

HGFA MERCHANDISE
@
@
@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@
@
@
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~
~
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~
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i

$30.00
$40 .00
$9 .00
$6.95
$4 .95
$2 .95
$55 .00
$10 .00
$10.00
$15 .00
$20 .00
$7.00

Polo Shirt (Featuring HGFA Logo) White ,Green & Navy (Sizes 16,18,20,22 ,24)
Rugby Top (Featuirng HGFA Logo) Navy & Green
(Sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
Cap with HGFA colour logo
Red, Blue or Navy
Leather Key Ring - Metal with colour enamel logo
Metal lapel badge with colour enamel logo
Embroided Sew-On badge (No Post & Packing)
HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video
HGFA Competitions Manual
HGFA Towing Manual
Beginning Coaching (Aust. Sports Comission)
Better Coaching (Aust. Sports Commision)
Topographic Maps (1 :000:000 or 1 :250 :000 etc.Provide details separately)

@ $10.00

HGFA Operations Manuals

@ $15 .00

HGFA Ops Manual Binder

@ $8 .00

HGFA Log Book

*

*
*
*

Replacement Prices only - ( These items are issued free with initial Full Membership)
@ $3 .00
POST AND PACKING (BULK ORDERS SENT C.O.D.)
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Gillies 95 (Far Nth Old),
or JWhere's Nev?"

r----------.
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AVOCET:
altimeterl I

By Geoff Brown
The Gillies this year was kicked off to a
good start with a party on Friday night at
Mark and Marjorie's place to celebrate their
wedding. It was good to see some faces from
th e past with Lennie Miller, John Duncan
and Fred all turning up for a free feed , but
Nev was nowhere to be seen.

Saturday
The day was looking okay, but we all
turned to the great God of the Gillies, (Ian
Graham) and bowed down before him and he
sayeth to us 'Today will be a great flying
day, on a score out of 10, today will be 9",
and the masses rejoiced. Task was set once
around the valley and goal at Pioneer Valley.
With lan's prophecy still ringing in their ears
the pilots promptly sank out of sight. And the
masses were sad. A lot of pilots didn't even
make I turnpoint. A few made it over the
back . with Ethol just edging out Gillie to win
the day, even if he had to land downwind,
under a power line and up against a row of
pine trees to do it.
B grade was headed by Pablo and
Browny and 2 turnpoints. Most of the pilots
were scattered around the valley but everyone landed safely, and the masses rejoiced.
One FOB was gracious enough to land with
the rest of the plebs to keep us company and
to amuse us with stories in that soft lilting
voice, and the masses were sad. But Nev was
nowhere to be seen.

Sunday
Another fine day, so we again turned to
the great God of the Gillies and beat the
s#$@ out of him. This was a wise move
because it turned out a great day. Task was

twice around the valley with B grade goal the
turf farm and A grade Pioneer Valley. There
were plenty of thermals, mostly small and
rough, but most people made it round the
valley OK, with only I pilot deciding he'd
rather land in a tree (probably didn 't want to
be amused by a certain FOB) again. Luke
blitzed B grade while over the back Gillie
won the day for A grade. All in all a great
day, but Nev was nowhere to be seen, but
what's that coming over the horizon? A pickup car with about 2 dozen gliders on top.
Could it be?? Yes it's the FOB that all the
other FOBs want to end up like. And the
masses rejoiced.
Back at Pioneer Valley that evening it
was easy to spot the winners, despite the
keeper of the sacred scores (Gerry) being
inundated with offers of bribery and sex.
Luke jealously guarded his B grade trophy
while Ethol pulled out his pre-made winners
name plate and glued it to his A grade trophy.
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I AVOCET ALTIMETER WATCH
I AI~lme~cr. vertical spced Indicator (with
memory functions). multi -function waUh .

I
I
I
I
I
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I

I temperature gauge and more . Records I

I

~hermals

flown . Not a toy. a high-precision

al~lmeter & chronometer. Standard wrist- I
band for every day wear. optional I:Xtra
band to wear outside your fly ing JacKet In -flight. Accuracy to 10 feet.
MADE IN US..... FULL 2 YEAR AUSTRALIAN GUARANTEE. (Not a grey import)
clas~icised

Nev; for not flying therefore giving the other
A graders a chance
Gerry; for most innovative spelling in a club
newsletter (can you really see like and egle
with those sunglasses?)
Rus; for telling us his life story. (Now we
know what a loony he really is)
Steve Brown; best hairdo
Nadine; Womens B grade winner + best
female pilot + most improved female Pilot +
compulsory award to a female to show we ' re
not sexist + best looking pilot (tie with
Gerry) + best hairdresser (ask Steve Brown).

+
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Some other people to win prizes that
night were:

Well that 's all for this year; the Gillies . If
you weren't there ... bad luck, it was a great
week-end, as always.

HlTECA PILIT

I
I
I

NOW ONLY....

$ 180

Eiasticised wristband $22. Post$ 5 .90
Credit ca rd . Cheque or COD also OK.
All prices quoted tax exempt.

ULiRALlGHi FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182. NTH BALWYN. 3104

(03) 9431-2131
24HR FAX (03) 431-1869

._--------_.
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CHEAP
ICOM radios. Garmin satellite

I
I
I
I

I navigation units. all in stock at great I
discount prices ...

GARMIN GP5 45
ICOM 40 GX UHF
ICOM A-22 VHF
ICOM A-200 VHF
Call for a super price . Next day
Ansett delivery available.

UFM
(03) 9431-2131
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Part 2 by Rick Nothard,
Brisbane (#45511)
Day Five - Soaring:
More goes at the training hill. Trudge,
trudge back up calves pumping. No challenge ... (mostly) good take offs and (usually)
reasonable flare landings.

to the launch site. Aluminium bars press into
my shoulder. Dappled shade, birds singing,
very calm here behind the coastal dunes, the
smell of damp undergrowth, of things growing, insect noises cracking sticks. "You didn't
tell us that this is a physical sport!" we retort,
the instructors lugging gear, working harder
than the rest of us.

wind sparkling on the water lines of breeze
streaking in perpendicular to the ridge. This
coastal ridge is about 90 feet above a narrow
beach, the landing zone about 150 feet to the
left where the beach has widened in a bowl
extending back to the hill. Beyond that the
hill ends, some tall pines, the entrance channel to the harbour and the breakwater. To the
right about 200 feet to the curve of the headland, steeper cliffs, a finger upwind about
500 feet to the rocky point. No beach anywhere along this finger.

The gliders set, I'm so tense I have difficulty focussing on the pre-flight. Hangcheck .
base bar on the start of the ramp. Tight
set up area, other glider still in bag, no
Mid morning Lee says to pack glidspace. Lift the glider, trim, level wings
ers. Today we soar! The bus is fuelled,
the wind is weathercocking the rig slightgliders loaded, cameras on board.
ly. My throat is dry, my scalp itches
"Who's got my helmet?" "Anybody got
under this helmet. Lee at the wires. Jason
the spare batteries ... " "In the case... "
is at the landing area. Radio on shoulSnatches of conversation as my nerves
follows the accomplishmel'\t of der... Radio check ... I nod my head loud
tense, I withdraw into contemplative
and clear. Ready Rick? Yep, mouth dry
..c.
",,'L:<,
silence. Let the conditions be off... please
looking ahead at a spot in the middle disI silently pray. I'm not ready for this.
tance - halfway to the horizon. Run to the
Parking the bus at the site... Pilot
spot. run to the spot... Peripheral view of
beach. I donpt notice the great beach the
. a short ramp. God where's the runway?
white sand, the azure sea. I am looking at
OK I brace myself, I'm going now I say
the wind in the tea trees, the look of conand I take the first pace COMMITMENT
At the launch ramp, wooden deck on
centration in Lee's face as he and Jason study
RICK Lee calls ... he senses my hesitation. I
posts in sand. Someone's taken the gate;
the conditions. "IT'S ON!" "OK UNLOAD",
go for it. The hang strap tenses the wing is
there it is, hoons have chucked the steel gate
reverse load procedure. We carry the gliders
flying I keep running a little bar in, I run into
into the scrub. Up here it is a little windy,
and the gear along the path through the scrub
the sky. FLYING! .. . Aviate then navigate.
blustery at the ramp in about 14 mph wind,

Due to increased demand, Sky Cycles have further
expanded their range of new and used trikes
We now have Venturer, Edge Executive and Quantum available ex-stock.
See them at Moorabbin Airport or fly at To ora din or Mangalore

1. All trike owners - free demo flights in the latest models.
2. Any qualified pilot (glider, GA, AUF & HGFA) - free Trial Introductory flight.
3. Any person presenting this advertisement - half price TIF

Second hand trade-ins and microlight accessories a/so available

The Best
Prices!
The Best
Products!
Phone Sky Cycles for an information pack or to
.
arrange the flight that you will always remember. Ph. 03 95875975
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& ask for John Oliver
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I'm running out of room, am almost vertically over the edge of the beach, about 10 foot
above the ramp which is 80 foot behind
(Hey? How did that happen) A hurried turn
(height loss!) to the left an anxious look
along the hill, what's my reference point? A
couple of passes along the hill, a little height
gain but sacrificed this with some too steep
turns and erratic flying. FLY THE WHOLE
RIDGE ... the radio guides. I use the entire
hill this time with less height loss. OK Rick
the instruction eventually on the radio GO
AND LAND PLEASE. I fly along the ridge
toward the landing zone, the hill forms a
bowl away from the sea and Jason instructs
me back into it. A gentle turn and height loss
manoeuvre and I approach the beach. Trim
and in, level wings, into the wind. I surprise
myself with a perfect landing, lightly touching down with very little flare. I am trembling - I did it! My first flight. Anxiety is
still with me, an omnipresent edge of uneasiness at all times in the air.
Pack the glider on the beach (count the
battens), then trudge along the beach, a steep
climb back up to the launch site for another
go. Similar result. Second flight.

Day Six - First Altitude Soaring
flight
The bus is a little crowded. There are
four students on board going for their first
altitude flight, as well as three more
advanced pilots cadging a ride from the landing zone. We have already been to the landing zone, have had the landing set up
explained and an aerial picture sketched for
later use. We are now on our way up North
Brother mountain for our first altitude flight.
North Brother is suited to North/North-easterly winds. It is 1550 feet high, standing
guard over the town of Laurieton. From its
summit you have view all the way up the
coast beyond Port Macquarie 20 km to the
north. The views of the lakes and waterways
are spectacular and take on a picture postcard
quality. Those of you who have been there
will know what I mean, those who haven't,
go to NSW Travel Office and ask for the
brochure of Camden Haven.
As we ascend this mountain winding up
the narrow twisting road I am afforded
glimpses of the awesome view through the
trees. I become aware that the advanced
pilots are engaging me in conversation and it
strikes me that they are very kindly trying to
keep me occupied so I don't freak out. I
resolve to look out the inside windows,
enjoying views of dense vegetation.
Pretty soon we are at the summit and
park the bus. The spectacular panorama
unfolds. There are already two hang gliders
set up, pilots waiting for improving conditions. Sightseers di vide their attention
between the view and the gliders. We unload
and start assembling. I notice from the look
of the assembly line I am likely to take off
last. Gee I wish I was first.

January 1996

Radios are issued, checks carried out,
conditions discussed, pre-flights and hang
checks executed and the slow shuffle to the
take off begins. The first to go is Jason, testing conditions and to set up at the landing
zone. (He will be in contact with us on our
landing approach - the landing zone is not
visible from the summit.) He drops away
quite quickly and for a while tries to scratch
lift off to the right above the town. Pretty
soon he gives this up and disappears round
the shoulder of the mountain to the landin.g
zone.
Advanced pilots leave in quick succession, offering some comfort to novice pilots
at the ease with which they take off.
Two students then leave, executing varying degrees of novice brilliance. The teenage
crowd which had gathered earlier to ooh and
ahh collectively was leaving. I delayed until
they had departed yahooing down the mountain. I took my place at the now empty and
lonely take off on the mountain. All gliders
had departed, exit stage right. It was now my
turn.
Last pre-flight pep talk. Lee at the wires.
Radio check. Stand up. Wings level, feel the
breeze, check the trim. (Those trees look
awfully close to the end of the take off?)
Then OK, here goes, Lee lets go and I now
go through the familiar take off sequence.
First Gear, lean through second gear, run into
the sky. Aviate ... Trim, wiggle fingers to
relax. Funny - it's very quiet on the radio ...
hello? Anyone there? Shallow turn to the
right, quick glance down, vertical view of
100 foot trees way
below in a magnificent
forest setting. Ravines
and gorges, outcrops of
rocks all viewed from
above strand by strand
as you would the weave
in a rug.

begins to direct me. I arrive upwind of the
paddock at about 300 feet. I turn and fly the
downwind leg parallel to the river. On the
base leg I wash off height executing figure
eights, then come into final .
Focus on the spot I think, the familiar
sensation of ground rush ... trim and in ... into
the wind I steer, flaring at the last minute and
executing a passable landing (my left wing
was down a little but I don't think anyone
noticed). YEEHA! I am ecstatic, thankful to
be on the ground but exultant over this flight,
the scenery, the homeliness of fellow aviators
packing their gear in boistrous comraderie on
the warm grass. This is the culmination of
my week, the final wonderful test of all the
skills learned during the week. I pack my
glider in the warm afterglow that follows the
accomplishment of one of life's significant
milestones.

Final Flight:
I didn't quite make it to my restricted as I
needed one more soaring flight to meet the
requirements. This I achieved a week later on
Friday 25th August, flying for 30 minutes at
Pilot beach.

Thanks
My heartfelt thanks go to instructors Lee
Scott and Jason Turner who with great
patience and understanding were able to coax
skyward a rather inept bunch of landlubbers.
Never once did they lose their sense of
humour.
Now to buy me that glider!

+

1996 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN STATE
HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS

Bumpy here as the
lift tries feebly to feed
altitude. Some stomach
lurching correction, a
little patch of roller
coasting through overzealousness in correction. RELAX, DON'T
OVERCORRECT
RICK, MOVE AWAY
FROM THE HILL.
My teacher takes his
place back on my
shoulder. I can see the
landing paddock now. It
is about 800 metres
away and 800 feet
below me. I see the
other gliders parked on
the grass and for a
moment their orientation fools me as they
are parked trailing edge
to the wind. Jason has
me in his sights and
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By ]org Fedler
(based on an article by Roland
Wiirgler, Gleitschirm 6/95)
Everyone who flies a paraglider knows
what a speed system is. But how many pilots
do use it for maximum efficiency in flight?
How many use it at all, except in situations
where they have to because of strong
winds ... ? Do we all know how to expertly
trim this accelerator to bring everything into
harmony? This article tries to explain the
correct and safe usage of the "gas pedal".
The "Gutesiegel" (AFNOR and DHV)
are very demanding regarding safety. This is
one reason why hand trimmers have generally disappeared from the market. In my opinion trimmers can be dangerous. If, for example, you fly for maximum speed and you get
a collapse, than the last thing you want to do
is take your hands off the brakes; not even
for a short moment. The Vice World
Champion Hausi Bollinger has no trimmers
fixed to his risers any more. He only uses his

BRIGHT POWERED
HANG GLIDING
THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
only 3 hrs North East of Melboume

All Year Round Teaching
Nothing But the Best!

speed system. For safety reasons your hands should be "glued" to the brake handles. They are
the main device to counter unevenness in your flight. The brakes unite you and your glider and
deserve all the respect they can get. That is where the speed system comes in . Versatility is
high on the agenda when it comes to a comparison between trimmers and speed system.

The correct fitting
We expect a speed system to be comfortable and wise in construction when we use it. For
that we need at least a 2: I gear ratio. This is the case with most new equipment. Two pulleys
are fitted onto each riser. However. much better is a 4: I gear ratio. Just think about a long distance flight with your legs stretched to the limit over a long period of time. Even the strongest
leg muscles will give in. Arnold Schwarzenegger may enjoy it...

While accelerating the angle of attack is reduced and the profile flattened.

A 3: I or 4: I gear ratio would be much nicer to have. If the usage of the speed system is
less strength consuming, the angle of attack can be changed with more feeling which gives you
a better control over your canopy. It is important that the first pulley on the harness be fitted
approximately in the pilot's centre of gravity.
Otherwise you will tip back or forward while acce lerating. The result would be a loss in
comfort but more importantly: with a greater gear ratio you reduce travel distance of the speed
system. Comfort is not a lUXury item . When flying longer distances we like to be comfortable.
This gives us a much better flight sensitivity and improves the safety. The pictures (below)
show how you can alter a 2: I gear ratio to a 4: I gear ratio. A quarter effort demands a travel
distance of the speed system which is four times longer. For th at reason many pilots use a ladder system (2 speed bars). A second step is fitted in addition to the existing speed bar. To trim
everything to an optimum, you hook your carabiners of both A- and B- risers into hooks above
you and attach your harness as usual to the hang points of the risers. Now it is easy to realistically simulate the acceleration. The whole procedure is a little time consuming but worth the
effort. If the first pulleys are titted at the wrong position you have to change their location
(remember: they have to be fitted appro in the pilot's centre of gravity) .

Speed system with 2: J gear ratio

Speed system with 4: J gear ratio

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!
BRIGHT POWERED lIANG GLIDING
The Only Place to Learn

Greg & Rosemary Withers
22 Ashwood Ave, Bright, Vic 3741

Ph (057) 501 555
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Different Systems
Older speed systems often pull down the 8-risers first. This has a stabilising
effect on the canopy. What you lose is performance. Others pull down the A- and
8- risers simultaneously and the C- risers which are pulled down half way.
Consequently the profile turns around the D- level and the trailing edge is slightly
lifted. To let this work the brakes have no function for the first 510 cm (2-4 inches).
With that kind of acceleration the leading edge is stabilised also because the A- and
8- level are pulled together. The profile become tlatter the more you accelerate. Up
to a certain acceleration point many speed systems on performance and intermediate wings pull down the A- risers a bit more than the 8- risers.
The positive and negative aspects of this kind are:
I. the profile is not significantly distorted,
2. the glide performance is better
3. the wing is less stable.
There is no "all-rounder" in the palette of available speed systems. The manu facturers are trying to optimise theirs accordingly to the canopy.

Dangers of acceleration
The pilot who uses the speed system only to penetrate in strong winds to reach
the landing field is Ilying unsafe (this depends of course on the speed system he is
using). While accelerating, the angle of attack is reduced and in most cases the profile changes its shape. As a result the same canopy will react differently when it
collapses. For example: if you get an asy mmetric collapse during full acceleration,
your wing can go "negative". Responsible for that is the loss of the laminar airtlow
and the drag, associated with the deformation of the wing, on the collapsed side.
The AFNOR-Gutesiegel does not include this test and the DHV-Gutesiegel only up
to the reproducibility. A standardised collapse in turbulent conditions is not possible. Accelerated tlying while approaching for a landing is demanding because of
the higher risk that you may get into turbulence near the ground. If you find yourself in a situation where you have to use the speed system near the ground, it is very
important. that you know how much acceleration your wing "can take" before it gets too unstable. Note: " full throttle" near the ground can be outright dange rous. To find out the limits
you best practise as often as you can with sufficient height.

Unknown pilot at Stanwe LL Park
Photo by Rick Attard

When and how much to accelerate?
Most manufacturers trim their canopies for a maximum glide with " brakes off' . Other
wings glide best when slightly accelerated. This is more and more true
for performance gliders. Thereby the designers can develop the
canopy towards best glide combined with high speed. The result is an
increase in performance. Furthermore: with brakes off (unacceleratcd), the sink rate and the handling is optimised (best sink rate with
brakes off and best glide when the speed bar is slightly pushed) .

p-------------.

Even in a headwind the best g lide improves when you accelerate
slightly. I f, for example, you want to fly dIstances with best average
speed you have to accelerate, use your speed bar, accordingly to the
lift ava il able of course (statement of "speeds to Ily") . The stronger the
lift the more you accelerate. As soon as the thermals do work , I to 2
m/s (200-400 feet/min) , you should fly slightly accelerated to maximise your flight performance. Import ant, of course, is that you have
sufficicnt hei ght to reach the next thermal. To fly fully accelerated is
rarely wise. This is only recommended when you encoun ter strong
sink or strong headwind . Under these conditions the turbulence can be
fair ly massive which doesn ' t allow fl ying with the speed system fully
extended anyhow.

Summary
It needs lots of training before you exactly know how much acceleration in different conditions your wing "can take". Safety should
always prevail before and while you are pressing your speedbar.
Remember: turbulence near the ground arc more likely and the margin
for recovery can be fine cut. When you are not sure whether to press
your speed bar or not, you should always decide towards safety.
Closing this article may I quote a statement from an article I wrote
before: .. Flying is a challenge. By taking Ihis challenge wilhin your
own boundaries you wiLL improve your j7ying skills and advance,
regardless of which level you are . ..
Let 's do it.
Jorg

+
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AEROSHIELD
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Protects your wing from sun dam·
age by bloding out the 5uns UV
rays. Water based and easy to apply, just spay on and wipe off ! Aeroshield will last for months ! Protect
your investment with this great UV
sunblock: protectant.

1 litre

$ 26.00

Post/Pack: $ 8.90

4 litre pack

$ 90.00

Post/Pack: $16.00
Also available from agents throughout Aueotralia .

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182, NORTH BALWYN, 3104

(03) 9431-2131
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24HR FAX (03) 9431-1869
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Accessories
of the highest quality materials for your safety and performance.
MOYES XTREME • Extremely comfortable
• Streamlined • Single main suspension • Low drag
• Curved aluminium backplate • Even support
• Suspension slider rod • Steel carabiner • Ves t style
front entry • Front or side mounted chute • Head up or
down adjustable limiting rope • 3 large internal storage
pockets • Adjustable soft shoulder pcu1s • Camera &
radio pocket • Leather reinforced boot skid • External
side storage pocket • Retractable open & closing zipper
pulls • Continous webbing • Pocket for drinking system
• Custom made • 13 colours •
MOYES FLEX • Comfortable. Aluminium
spreader bars for even support • Front entry vest-style
• Easy rotation from prone to upright position • Locu1s of
storage • Camera & radio pockets • External side storage
pocket • Continous webbing • Steel carabiner • Custom
made • 13 colours •
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HELMETS
• Moyes Paracond - 4 sizes S, M, L and XL
• Ibargoyen Moyes helmet
• Uvex Jurk - 6 sizes XS, S, M, L, XL and XXL
GLASSES
• Ol' Eagle Eyes - plain, single vision or bi-focal
WHEELS
• Hall Brothers Control Bar Protectors
to suit 11/s" basebar
CARABINERS
• Stubai Steel locking with 5000 kg breaking strain

or zippered in sizes S, M or L

new final glide calculator

II!! A I ~!~ ~~o~her~ ~:! ~::n~ ~5~ & 80 MPH
~

330, 440 and 550 tandem

• High Energy Sports HES - 2 sizes, 20 gore
and 22 gore
• Metamorfosi - 1 size

T-SHIRTS
• Moyes T-Shirts - with short or long sleeves or
collared in sizes 18, 20 or 22
FLIGHT GEAR
• Moyes Flying Jacket - ava ilable as pullover

' " VARIOS
• Flytec 3005 and 3020
Flytec 3030 - including PC software
BallM19E
• Arai Designs Flight Tangent - with

·
Z
III

PARACHUTES
• High Energy Sports Quantum Series - 3 sizes,

• Hall Brothers Paragliding - 50 KPH
• JDCElectronic ASI Skywatch Wind
- available in MPH or KPH calibration for hang
gliding or paraglid ing

OTHER
• Avocet Altimeter watch
• Silva Compass 70U
• Garmin 45 GPS
• GME radios
• Eggler headsets
• Flytec Meteo Station Electronic Barometer

OTHER ACCESSORIES
• Moyes Hand and Map fairings

•
•
•
•
•

Moyes Pacer Flying Suit - S, M or L
Moyes Racer Flying Suit - S, M or L
Moyes Hats - one size fits all
Moyes Speed Arms - sizes S, M or L
Moyes Embroidered Badge

DENNIS PAGEN
• Hang Gliding Training Manual
• Understanding the Sky
• Performance Flying
• Walking on Air - Paragliding
PETER CHENEY
• Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots

• Moyes W indsocks - in 3 sizes
• Bailey/Moyes Tow release

• Camelbak Drin king System
• Hook knife

For further information please contact your local dealer or the Moyes factory.
MOYES DELTA GLIDERS Pty Ltd 173 Bronte Road Wave rley N SW 2024 Australia Tel: 6 1 2 3875622 Fax: 61 2 38744 72

VERY IMPORTANT
TO ALL PILOTS RE FLYING SYDNEY'S NORTHERN BEACHES SITES
ll sites except Long Reef are rated ADVANCED for hang
gliders, and only a couple are rated good intermediate for
paragliders . To fly even at Long Reef, you must still adhere
to the rules. These sites can be treacherous.

A

all) have agreed to the standards for the protection of sites and pilots.
The senior pilots have put in a lot flying and effort to gain their level
of experience and are good enough to pass on their knowledge to
you via site ratings and other means.

The advanced sites require you to hold either an ADVANCED
CERTIACATE or INTERMEDIATE WITH 100 HOURS LOGGED
before you can take yourself there and fly without a safety officer.
You MAY be permitted to fly with a minimum of an intermediate
certificate PROVIDED there is a safety officer or instructor present
AND that you hold specific permission from the club site committee.
It is not hard to get if you have the skills required to keep you safe.
You must also be a paid up club member.

Two pilots are now being banned from our sites due to their own
lack of responsibility.
We do not wish to lose our sites or have accidents due to the use
(or abuse) of our hard earned sites by any pilots - our own club or
others.

The only exception to the condition of having club committee
approval are visiting pilots, but they MUST still have the appropriate
ratings and seek permission or a safety officer to fly. Don't just show
up and think you can fly because no safety officer is present. You
will be seen as we have many active and responsible pilots. Pilots
have been caught doing this and have been banned or warned.

It you moan about only being able to fly at Long Reef - too bad,
it's been the same for all the others who now fly the other sites. Be
wise and do it properly.

NOTE:

We are not trying to stop anyone from flying directly, but you
must fly and build up your skills (and especially knowledge) first to
go to some of these sites - the same as you did while under instruction.

Voluntary contact:

If you fly our sites on a somewhat regular basis, YOU DO
NOT QUALIFY as a visiting pilot from another club or
where ever. It is up to any of our club safety officers to
deem whether or not you qualify as a visiting pilot or not.

President: lim Allen, 02 99711715
SSO: Forrest Park, 02 4502674, 018 273552 hang gliding &
paragliding
SO: Mike Eggleton, h 024517127,018 230302 paragliding
SO: Sandy Thompson, h 02 99812019, 018 969855 paragliding
SO: Dane Snelling, h 02 99799069, w 02 99384420 hang gliding

Last season saw some pilots subjected to being successfully
banned from flying certain sites. And with new rules in place for disciplinary action, the club will not hesitate to enforce further bans.
This is not a "hierarchy" - it does not exist. The club (novices and

THIS IS YOUR FIRST WARNING!!!!

TV Documental1J
Now available on video
.for some of AU~i
An Intrepid band of thirty avla'tor5 and their
Battling the best that mother nature cou . offer,
ed their weight shift microllghts from Sydn
the Daintree
Stopping along the way to meet the kids who I 5 Ired their:~uous,
Cost: $49 plus $5 postage and handling
'\

Post orders to: Mark Walker
L.C.A. Productions
327 North Rocks Road, NORTH ROCKS NSW 2151

----------------------,

1
1Name:

............. .. .... .................. .. .. .. ..... .. ................. .... .. ... .. .. .. ...

1Address:

........ ............................. .... ..... ... ..... .. ... .. ............... ......

1

1
1

1
1

I ............................................. State: ........................................ 1

1Postcode: ................ ....... ..... Phone No.: ............................... 1
: No. of copies: ..................... Total cost: .................................

:

1Please make cheques or money orders payable to:
1
1
L.CA. Productions, 327 North Rocks Road,
1
1
North Rocks NSW 2151
L. ______________________
.....1_______________________...
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Please
contact
Mark
Newland,
Competition Committee Convenor (042)
674499 or Ian Jarman at the HGFA Office
(069) 472888 for further information.

t

Australian Sports Industry
Directory

Created just last year as an Austrade and
Department of Science, Industry and
Technology networking and export initiative.
the 1996 second edition of the comprehensive sports business sourcebook, the 116 page Australian Sports Industry Directory has just had
10,000 copies published and also appears on the Internet.

North-east Victoria Hang Gliding Club Sites
A charge for use of North-east Vic club sites has been imposed
for the running of competitions and for organsied group visits.
A $5 per person site support fee is payable by the competition and
Tour group organsiers and this fee is payable onn the first day of use.
Thank you.
Geoff White, President, NEVHG Club, gwhite@www.netc.net.au.
Bright Hikers Backpackers Hostel, P.O. Box 67, Bright VIC 3741

It's part of a strategy to encourage training and advance networking with Australian sports businesses, services, suppliers and professionals in the buildup to Sydney 2000. The Internet publication of all
listing information exposes our industry globally with high-tech delivery of critical contacts via a Web site at www.immedia.com.au .

.•..........••..................................•...

Mail order copies of the full -colour A4-size publication are available for A$30 within Australia from IMMEDIA' at 3 Rose St
Chippendale 2008 prepaid . Credit card orders only by phone 02
2126677 or fax 02 2115938.

The HGFA Competitions Committee are seeking application from
Clubs or State Associations interested in hosting next season's
National Hang Gliding Championships.

Product release

National Hang Gliding Championships 1996

As the Pre-World Championships will be held in the Flatlands
during January 1996, it may be necessary to hold the Nationals at a
time other than the traditional mid-summer period.
This is the perfect opportunity for clubs or associations to host the
Nationals at their home sitels and at a time to best suit their soaring
season.

With 18 flying

dayso~i ....

France '95 has been a
From Mid-July '96 and/or
French!Australian qualified ·
.. . .•.
the experience, local site knowledge . .

.. i ..

••... .••.. . .•• . • • . .•. • .•. . •. . •.
. •.. .•.• .••. ••.•...•• . •• .••.••••

<) . \ . . (.•••.. •.••••.

you flying up there with the best.
The Mid-July Tour will take place inthenordl~rn ..•.• •.. • •••••. •.• . .
French Alps. Fly Chamonix, Annecy, Avoriaz, ~jeussy/
Samoens...
.
......

September Tour will include flying in the Mont Bl~nc •.•.
(with flights up to 10,000 feet top to bottom), at Saint-

1.·.·. . .·.H11.l.lnn·~.(11

the Festival (Icarus Cup) and in the southern
Alps (Saint-Andre area).

2)
A new release of UltraNav Version 2.0. our flight
planner for Windows, with a comprehensive database of
40,000 Australian towns and surface features. It generates
and prints plans suitable for direct faxing to ATe. At $80. thi s
program is one third the cost of competing software' This program can save you hours of stuffing around with a whiz wheel.
It also creates waypoint files suitable for direct upload to a GPS .
An update to UltaNav 2.0 including the 40,000 way point database has been sent to all registered users. if you have not sent in
your registration form, please do it ASAP to receive the update'
3)
A kingpost mounted VHF antenna for trikes.
Kingpost mounting helps eliminate engine hash on reception
and improves your transmission pattern. The Aerial Pursuits
unit uses a BNC bayonet mount that allows it to be
removed/installed in seconds during wing disassembly/assembly, or an alternative mounting system is available which allows
the antenna to fold up with the wing. Suitable also for other
types of ultralights with upper rigging.
4)
Support through the Internet and World Wide
Web. Aerial Pursuits is now on the Internet. You can email us
on

URL http://www.ozemail .com.au/-aeriaI
Call Aerial Pursuits on (03) 95970527 or try emailIWWW
for more information.

:

'96!! So hurry!!

winter?
24

I)
Intercom with VOX. An ultralight/trike intercom with an
optional VOX (voice operated switch) option which completely
eliminates any annoying and fatiguing engine buzz through the mikes .
Great for long cross-country tlights. This complements the existing
lines of headsets and helmets.

aerial@ozemail.com.au
or visit our growing home page which contains product information and pricing, as well as miscellaneous sports aviation tips
and news.

airfares (open)
and petrol
(compulsory)
. nterpreter/driver
'.';.; . .;:

Aerial Pursuits announces product enhancements and new lines
for 1996.

Technical note: The new ICOM A22 has a different external mike/speaker interface than the old A20. Radio patch leads
designed for the A20 will NOT work with this radio. For additional information, call Aerial Pursuits. We can supply patch
leads suitable for the A22 and UltraCom intercoms if required.

101m Reynoldson, Director
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difficult for pilots to pursue their activities with anything other than
old and worn out equipment.

New Paraglider by Pro-Design
The Pro-Feel is a completely new development with the aim to
present an Intermediate glider with slight improvements compared to
the successful COMPACT series . Attentin has been given to the very
easy launching characteristics and better and more direct handling
compbined with moderate brake pressure.
Onshore Paragliders 8 Regent Street Jan Juc 3228 Tel : 018351
389 AHlFax: 052616555

The foundation can arrange its own tranport of equipment and can
be contacted at:
Fundatia "lonel Fernic" , Str. Tineretului , Nr.1
Micro 6, Tlrgoviste city, Cod 0200, Dlmbovita, ROMANIA.
Telephone: 004045635028, 004 045 631126 or fax 004 045 612573 ,
004045611596.

Colibri Proficiency Badges

Mobil Outback Air Race
The race which is being organised by the Royal Flying Doctor
Service will be held from 10-24 August 1996 and promises to be a fun
filled event for all those interested in flying and experiencing outback
and coastal WA .
Contact Donna Hayes, Race co-ordinator 041 1221093, fax 09
4173880.

FA! News
FAI is now connected to the Internet and is developing a range of
services relating to sporting and recreational aviation. For more information contact:
info@fai.org

The FAI Colibri badges are standards of achievement which do
not require to be renewed. The qualifications are the same in every
country. The Colibri is administered in Australia by the AUF but is
open to all MicrolightslUltralights . Any trike pilot is therefore welcome to participate.
The tasks have to be verified by an observer. This can be an
HGFA accredited observer or else contact me for the address of the
nearest observer to you.
Application forms spelling out the qualifications, conditions and
definitins of a Microlight are available by contacting either the HGFA
or AUF office.
If any trike pilot wishes to hava a go at setting Microlight records
either Australian or International pleae contact the AUF office on 06
2804700 or Tony Witlox , CIMA representative on 057904225.
Look forward to your participation .

Request/or Assistance
A flying organisation in Romania, Foundation "Ionel Fernic" is
looking for donations of any type of aircraft from hang gliders,
paragliders , warm air balloons, parachutes and materials that are no
longer used . The economic climate in that country is such that it is

u[h®[Jm~~~
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Tony Wi/lox
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Thermal Profiler

CH'1

Displays thermal activity on LCD screen (updated
every 10 sec)
THERMAL VOX - automatically announces last 30
sec of thermal activity. Connects to Mic input of any
two-way radio.
Yes - you can time your take-off exactly to launch
directly into thermals .
Printer output - lets you print out the day's "thermal
signature". Clearly shows when thermals start in the
morning and develop during the day. Important for
cross-country flights to maximise air time and distance.

Photo above shows LCD screen displaying three thermals in good thermal conditions . Thermal in centre ,of display at 12:12 local
time could not develop fully because of cloud shadow over the area (indicated by horizontal line). Current thermal activity level
(1-10) is shown at right hand side of screen . The three digits in top right corner indicate last three up'date values announced by
THERMAL VOX eight...eight...seven.
For further information please feel free to phone us on 014 883337
Brief technical info :
Liquid Crystal Display
Microprocessor controlled
Acoustic sampling of vertical air column
Four recording channel~
Printer output (Centronics) Built-in clock
(time and date)
Built-in rechargeable battery

January 1996

The Thermal Profiler is available from
Fastwind PTY /LTO W.AUSTRALIA
Dealer enquiries welcome

If you have internet access an information page is located at http ://www.interworld.com .au/-rbwa/

{

pat. pending
Supplied in sturdy aluminium instrument
case for travel and storage.
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New FA! World Record Attempts - Paraglider
Pilot: Richard Westgate; Country: UK; Passenger: to be advised;
Paraglider: UP Pickup 43; Site: Kuruman Airfield South Africa;
Type ofRecord: Distance via a single tumpoint; Category:
Multiplace; Performance: 76 km; Date: 7 December 1995; Previous
world record: New
Pilot: Nikki Hamilton; Country: UK; Paraglider: to be advised;
Site: Wilcannia Australia; Type ofRecord: Distance around a triangular course; Category: Feminine; Performance: 118 km; Date: 7
December 1995; Previous world record: 50.3 km (Judy Leden &
Sarah Fenwick 20.7.94)
Type of record: Speed over a triangular course of 25km; Category:
Feminine & General ; Performance: 29 kmlh; Date: 8 December
1995; Previous World Record: Feminine category - NEW; General
category - 28.26 krnlh Patrick Berod 27.6.95
Pilot: Kat Thurston; Country: UK; Paraglider: to be advised;
Site: Kuruman Airfield South Africa; Type of Record: Straight distance; Category: Feminine; Performance: 229 km; Date: 23
December 1995; Previous world record: 182.3 km Kat Thurston
19.11.94
Type of record: Straight Distance; Category: Feminie; Performance:
285 km; Date: 25 December 1995; Previous World Record: Feminine
category - 182.3 krn Kat Thurston 19.11.94
Type of record: Straight Distance via a single turnpoint; Category:
Feminine; Performance: 290 km; Date: 25 December 1995; Previous
World Record: General category - 250.2 km Robby Whittall 22 . 1.93,
Feminine category - 191.1 km Judy Leden 9 .12.92

Hong Kong Paragliding Association
For any pilots intending travelling to Hong Kong the association 's
contacts for sites are Chris Lodge tel : 2598 8282, fax 2598 5677 and
Thomas Ashworth tel : 2843 9111, fax 2868 500 I. The editor of Hong
Kong Sky Dance, Scott Ligertwood can be contacted at 9B Orkney

IT'S

ON
Thanks to the success of last year's Big Mountain Big Air tour of Europe, we have been forced into
packing the suitcase and heading for the Alps
.... Again!

Braemar Heights, 7 Wai Tsui Cres, North Point HK. Tel: 852 2566
5%8, fax 852 2510 7140, email scottl @hk.net

Thermal Profiler
Pilots flying gliders, hang gliders or paragliders are very much
interested in the degree, location of and temporal change in thermal
activity. All rely very much on the presence of rising air currents,
known as thermals , to stay aloft for any significant periods of time.
Currently it is a matter of luck and experience to be able to determine
if there are any thermals in a particular area , which can then be used
as an aid to fl ight.
The Thermal Profiler enables the pilot to locate thermal lift within a volume of the atmosphere as well as to gauge the intensity of the
thermal lift before launch at ground level.
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Tlmlng or tow launch to
coincide with therlNll cycle

This is achieved by acoustic sounding (acoustic radar) to determine the presence of temperature differentials which can be interpreted to indicate the presence of thermals.
The Thermal Profiler gives a real time record of thermal activity
which can not be readily identified by in situ sensors without the
expense and complication of tethered balloons, radiosondes or meteorological towers. Information on trigger time (when convection
breaks through the night-time i'nversion layer and starts to produce
useable thermals) can be observed as a sudden increase in thermal activity, sometimes within minutes. Peak thermal generation
and thermal pauses as well as thermal cycles can easily be identified equally well on blue or partly cloudy days. A fast replay
function quickl y informs on thermal activity since set up . THERMAL VOX provides a convenient way to keep informed on thermal activity levels at the flying site or after launch in the air simply by listening to the announcements . This is only active when
the preset threshold level is exceeded.
A separate channel to display and record the absence of solar
heating (cloud shadow over area) is provided . This is displ ayed
as a horizontal bar above the thermal activity on the screen . The
additional information can be quite useful to determine the heat
retention capabilities of the ground by observing the time it takes
for thermal production to cease after the cloud shadow moves
over.
Equipped with this important bit of information before
launch the pilot of an unpowered aircraft is greatly assisted in
making decisions on launch time and strategies ofhis/her thermal flight.
Suggested method for tow launch : The thermal profiler is set
up under the release area of the aircraft . If THERMAL VOX is
used the pilot can listen to the intensity level announcements on
the "thermal channel " and then decide when to launch . +

To join us in the adventure of a lifetime, your first
step is to contact us for the brochure and details
of our special slide & video nights.

Sq do yourself a favour and call
~
.
Cf)arly on 03 98824130 now.
And remember, it's always on ....
Big Mountain - Big Air - Big Fun.
Tlml'ng of launch to
coIncfde with thermal cycle
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Paragliding In Portugal

$100 fuU4 ~ '.1e4,e ~
pu&t4~~~

My name is Jose Flor and I am from
Portugal. I would like to take the opportunity
to tell all the paragliders a little about the
beautiful place in Portugal were I learnt
paragliding. I would like to invite any
paraglider pilot who may be interested in
gliding overseas to take the opportunity to
visit Linhares da Beira, enjoy the flying , and
have a pleasurable stay at the village.
Linhares is situated on the
western slopes of the Serra
da Estrela that provides
excellent paragliding freeflight conditions. Linhares
is a village rich in hi story,
culture and architecture, and
the best spot for paragli di ng.
There is a road leading to
the take off area and a vast
spread of fields for landing
and to enable long distance
gliding. In addition to the
take-off point near Linhares,
there are others very close
by, providing outstanding
access in all directions as
alternatives for when the

wind conditions at Linhares are not right.
Thermic activity is nonnally quite good and
one can glide in all directions. Excellent
return glides are possible in the evening.
Paraglider pilots are warmly welcomed by
the locals. The whole of the Serra da Estrela
is always more than happy to enjoy a few
pleasant days. Once a year there is an international open for paragliding in Linhares. It

December
Go Fly 4 Kite
By Rick Npthard
is usually between the last week of July and
the first week of August.
Linhares is about 3 hours
travelling
from
Sierra
Nevada, Spain . Linhares da
Beira in 1994 was the site
for
free-flight
distance
records :
Portuguese record - 100
km Luis Miguel Matos
European record - 201.7
km Miguel A . Penedo and
202.4 km John Silvester
Contact address: Victor
Baia, Escola de parapente
do INATEL, Linhares da
Beira 6360, Celorico da
Beira, Ph. 0011 351 71
76590 Portugal

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs

2.

Totally Australian made

3.

Manufactured in S. E. Queensland

4.

24 hour hot line seven days a week

5.

Always in stock for immediate delivery

6.

Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting

7.

Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes

8.

Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

9.
1O.

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
January 1996
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amusing at the time. And it was partly his
failure to see the girl. That really nagged at
him . But there was more.

%e OnfyWay
I s 11P

Something strange was going on. Russ
knew it. Intuition perhaps? Superstition?
Maybe paranoia. Whatever it was, wherever
it came from, Russ did not like the vague but
still pervading sense of unease that had
recently crept into his life.

6'1 Zaniq

" You'll love it, old son ." The old man 's
words brought Russ out of his thoughts.

'Episode'lfuee
There was something about Kam's
behaviour that afternoon on Bald Hill that
stuck in Russ' mind. Perhaps more than anything it was the certainty with which he
insisted that the old man was Russ' dad. He
wouldn't be swerved. Russ tried to explain:
Dad was ... well , everyone's dad. He was a
major figure in the sport. OK, maybe he was
a father-figure. But that was all. But it was
no good . Kam was deaf. He was like a parrot, endlessly intoning: Dad 0' Luss.
Whitebeard is Dad 0' Luss.
Russ had wanted to grab the little xpeelr
by the neck and vibrate the faeces from him,
but had thought better of it.
Silly really, Russ mused as the mini bus
drove back to town in the arvo glow. He had
good reason to feel great, on top of the world
in fact. Because that's where he'd been. He ' d
grabbed a second place in the day's comp
from no where. Not bad . After a crap take-off
into more sink than an army kitchen, he'd
miraculously got sucked into a lone elevatorride that made up for the lot.
But more than that, he was about to see
something very special indeed. Something

that could really make his flying career takeoff in a big way. That's why the old man had
come.
You see the old man was more than just
an ancient sky-surfing bum. He was also an
aeronautical engineer. And for the last ten
years had been designing and building wings
for those who were ... well, up to his standards. Not just anyone could own a set of
DadoWings. Nor could money alone buy
them. It was the old man who chose those he
would bless with a set of his wings. He visited comps everywhere, watching, judging,
seeking those Special Ones to be given the
edge: Russ was in the club.
The old man had picked him out many
years ago, promising one day to build for
him the ulimate wings. Wings that would
take him to the Sun, he ' d said. Russ had forgotten about the promise. Not so the old
man. And now here he was with that something special for Russ.
So Russ should've been feeling good.
Trouble is, he wasn 't. It was partly Kam 's
words and his odd behaviour, coming on top
of those nocturnal mutterings that had been

"I can' t wait." Russ replied turning his
face towards the old man , forcing himself to
show some real enthusiasm . After all , very
few got to fly DadoWings, fewer still to own
their own . And this set was three years in the
making, the old man had said. They were the
ultimate.

Those eyes! So bille! Russ thought as he
stared at the old man. His eyes are so bille.
Against the tanned leather face and the
bleached white beard, those two blue puddles
had not only the rich hue of the sea but the
vast depth as well.
For a moment Russ felt the odd sensation
of being drawn helplessly into those eyes. In
itself there was nothing frightening about the
experience. A bit like being sucked into a
thermal. But Russ made himself turn away
nonetheless, and stare once more out of the
window.
That was when he saw her. The girl.
She was in a field close enough to the
road for him to see her face clearly. Standing
beside her glider. Had just landed by the look
of it. It was definitely her. She'd just
removed her helmet and was shaking her hair
loose . He saw her face .
She saw him too . Her eyes most definitely fixed on him . But
it a ll happened so
quickl y. Before Ru ss
could say anything,
the
small
bus ,
already filled with
its quota of pilots,
sped on along the
dirt road , leaving the
girl to fade behind a
curtain of dust.

WERE.
DEflN1.TEL.Y

When Ru ss was
finally able to get a
clear view, she ' d
gone . All he could
see were fields of
drought splashed as
an ochre backdrop to
his own strained face
reflected in the window. And behind
that another face . A
leather-brown face
with a white beard
and two pools of
piercing blue.
To Be
Continued...
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Whilst a few of us have had some great
flights, the rest of us in the club must bide
our time. Huey has been most unco-operative, blowing onl y on work days (for me
especially).
There should be a few of us flying down
at Corryong this year again (oh those memories).
Club memberships are up, now if we can
have some wind , please ...

Central Coast Hang Gliding
Club
Hope you all had a great Xmas, with no
bingles.
Our AGM was held during the
November meeting, and not much has
changed by the way of committee members ...
Pres: Russel Skillen
Sec: Mark Steele
Tres: AlfPiper
CmpD: Russel Skillen
SSO: Ian Duffy
PubO: C. McDonald

January 1996

A local airstrip, which the club hoped to
use has been co-leased by Ian DuffY, and a
model RC club. Exact date of towing operations is yet to be negotiated. It is getting closer, believe me ...
The clubs Xmas BBQ will be held , at
Fraser Beach, or just back from the beach in
the shaded picnic area, on Saturday 20-0196, at 2-3pm . The day will be a fun fly, with
BBQ at 2pm . Should the day be cancelled
we ' ll try for the Sunday instead .
Best of wishes to Paul Green, who had an
accident at Brokenback on 15th December,
breaking his upper ann. Not a nice Xmas at
all.

Cyaz in the Air.

Doctor Who, docwhozemail.com.au

Stanwell Park

1995 Lawrence Hargrave
Competition
Kieran Tapsell made some awesome trophies for the Lawrence Hargrave Hang
Gliding and Paragliding competition. Thanks
Kieran . The winners were presented with the
awards at the Stanwell Park Hang Gliding
Club Christmas Party. The winners for 1995
were:
Hang Gliding: Jamie Cannon
Paragliding: Enda Murphy
Jamie won the Hang Gliding trophy for
best " recorded" flight to Albion Park . By the
way, Bruce Daniels flew to Tongara and was
warded a runner ' s up prize for a fantastic
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etTort. I bet Bruce won ' t be seen flying without his camera in next year's comp. Enda
Murphy won the Paragliding award for flying to Garie Beach and Mt Kiera and back.
Well done guys!

Accidents and Incidents
Bald hill is getting more and more
crowded and so there is an increased risk of
mid-air collision. Take extra care when flying on busy days, especially separation on
light days. The following incidents and accidents occurred between November and midDecember.

1.

Hang Glider stalled on take-otT.
Experienced pilot suffered five broken
ribs and a punctured lung - Ouch!

2.

Hang Glider only just made it to the
north end of beach for landing - misjudged.

3.

Top landing accident - hang glider
destroyed.

4.

Tangled lines on paraglider resulted in
negative spin . Pilot landed half way
down clitT.

5.

Powered paraglider in tight 360 degree
turn resulted in a negative spin. Pilot
flew into own wake turbulence and fell
200m before recovering above the sea
(about lower clitT height) and flying to
the beach to land .

6.

Paraglider pilot landed in tree as pilot
too low to make the beach .

7.

Paraglider pilot landed on north most
end of beach - heaps of sink .

New Rule
' If it is not strong enough to fly past the
"knob" on the easterly face then there should
be a limit of three gliders flyi ng for J 5 min-

utes each"

Safety Measure
In the interest of safety and due to
crowded conditions on Bald Hill (both with
tourists and pilots flying) the following rule
will be enforced at Bald Hill :

"AU Novice and Jlisitin~ pilots MUST
see a safety officer before flying. "
An A-frame sign will be placed on the
Hill with this message. Please ensure that
you follow this rule. Just ask another pilot to
direct you to a safety officer.

Bald Hill Site Guide
The Safety committee have been busy
working on a site guide for you. This will be
available from the club and the schools (price
yet to be determined). Thanks to the Safety
committee for making Bald Hill a better
place to fl y.

Western Australia

Common types of accidents at Bald Hill
involve:
visiting pilots
out landings - esp. paragliders

Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
Notes

students under instruction

Another good month as the thermal
weather kicks in big time. Many of the club
pilots are participating in an informal summer competition, during which each one's
best five flights
over the season
are counted to
find an overall
winner
in
advanced, intermediate
and
.COM
novice classes.
Each weekend
becomes
a
rehearsal
for
for all your flying needs call ...
competition flying with a task
being set by the
senior
pilots
each day. For
this
exercise,
distance only is
PHONE (042) 942 545
recorded
and
top landings

UVEX Helmets
Fly tee Instruments
Radios
High Energy Chutes
Chute Repack Service

SYDNEY

hang gliding
CENTRE
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the honour system is used with respect to
turn points. This has given our weekend flying a bit more of an edge, as well as making
retrievals easier as everyone flies otT in the
same direction. Several novices are showing
great promise and will be the ones to watch
during the State Comps to be held at Wongan
Hills from 24th February to 3rd March .
The Airsports aerotowing weekend in
early November was by all accounts a big
success with flights around and along the
scenic Stirling Ranges (the only vaguely
mountainous terrain in the whole of the south
of WA!) . I missed out because my
Significant Other and Club Treasurer, Nav
Brennan broke her arm shortly before (guess
how!). Next year...
As consolation for those of us who
missed the aerotowing weekend , Airsports
threw a really memorable (but hazily remembered by some) Christmas party with a pig
on a spit and a great crew present for the
occasion . Tha nks for the bash Andrew and
Sue!
Mark (Bomber) Thompson returned reasonably tri umphant from a tour of comps
over east, having coming third at Gillies and
acquitted himself generally quite well elsewhere. His companion and fellow Dally
Clubber Steve Endres was less pleased with
his performance but had a great time anyway.
Bomber brought back some awesome snaps
from his wing mounted camera which have
inspired many of us to make the pilgrimage
in the future.
The only real excitement to report is the
club 's first (as far as I know) ' chute deployment which was performed recently at frighteningly low altitude (500 ft according to
onlookers) by our redoubtable ex-president,
Jonathan who was forced to throw out the
hanky after his glider failed structurally during a wingover above the paddock at
Wongan . While the glider now resembles a
collision between a Hills Hoist and a tent,
Jonathan seems to have sutTered no lasting
damage and his eyes are expected to uncross
any time now. Not surprisingly, Airsports
reported an immediate run on parachute purchases and ' chute repacks as the rest of us
digested the full impact of seeing a wellloved comrade survive a potentially very
nasty incident by virtue of a cool response
and a working parachute.
By the time this goes to press we will
have had the annual fly in at Shellies Beach
near Albany in the south of the state which
offers some really relaxing coastal flying in
good company. If I don ' t see you there, all
the best for the New Year!

Sam Blight
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NEW INTERMEDIATE/PERFORMANCE CLASS PARAGLIDER

Pro-Feel
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Area projected
Area layout
Span proj.
Span layout
Average Chord proj
Aspect ratio
Aspect Ratio layout
No. of cells
Weight
Total load
Speed
Max. speed with speed system
Certification
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro

Design
Design
Design
Design
Design

Challenger
Compact
Pro Feel
Contest
Companion Tandem

35
2

25.58 m
2

28.6 m
9.96 m
11 .8 m
2.64 m
3.67
4.87

33
6.5 kg
70-90 kg
24-36 km/h
45 km/h
SHY

27.68 m

2

2

30.7 m
10.35 m
12.46 m
2.67 m
3.87
5.06
35
6.9 kg
85-105 kg
24-36 km/h
45 km/h
SHY
from
from
from
from

$3700
$4200
$4350
$4800
$5100

8 second hand/demo canopies of all sizes in stock from $1000
(Includes Tandem with 25 hrs $1500 off new price!)

Onshore Para Iiders 8 Re ent Street Jan Jue 3228 Tel: 018 351 389 AH/Fax: 052 616555
January 1996
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STOLEN
Stolen from Croydon Melbourne 8/12195 Icom
ICA20 MKII UHF airband transceiver & a
Trimble ENSIGHN GPS reward offered ph Chris
037230339
From overseas tourist: Aircotec Vario/ASI in
sock in purple bag ph Nimrod Sapir 066 223547

WANTED
2nd hand XACT harness or similar ex cond suit
5'8" pilot ph Angus 018 996087, 038366019

LOST
Wingtip of Combat at Stanwell Park if found
please contact Ivan 02 3692967 also interested
in spare parts for Combat 152
VARIO, Mt Broughten area Aircotec Picollo in
purple bag escaped from my custody on Sunday
12th November at the landing paddock of Mt
Broughten (Thistle Hill). He is described as
unarmed, with an aversion to altitude & large
cows. Reward offered for any information leading
to the arrest of Picollo. Ph Walter BH 03
94196022 or 018 558501 AH 0394151599

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future all paragliders offered for sale must state
their certification standard, otherwise they will be labelled with 'NO
CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS).
Queensland
Paratech P50 27 sqm SHY AFNOR 12 A hookin weight 80-104 kg high perforlinter new cond 5
hrs only must sell $3200 ph Jean-Luc 074
745479 mob 018 754157
Pro Design Compact 33 75-95 kg 60 hrs airtime , ex cond no repairs suit nov/int pilot green
with purple tip SHVIDHV $2450 ph John 07
33002049
Paraglider Galaxy Calida 29 27 sqm aspect
ratio 4.5 gliding ratio 1:7.2 incl v gd harness with
back protection & reserve chute $2400 superb
interm, ex stability in turbulence, firm test
according to AFNOR S 52308, suit pilot 75-95 kg
less 20 hrs airtime top cond o I am upgrading. ph
0755914070

New South Wales
Apollo 35 tandem as new fluoro pink suit 110
kg or greater $3500 DHV2 certification ph 02
4502674, mob 018 273552
Nova Phocus 29 sq m white pink 12 As DHV2
90-115 kg all up weight 50 hrs airtime solid thermailing canopy great fun to fly $3200 ono ph
Bega Bill 064 941525 24 hrs

Victoria
Pro Design Challenger Classic 29 sqm ACPUL
all 'A', pilot 85-110 kg 60 hrs airtime $1500 also
APCO Secura harness as new $500 also
Flytech 3005 vario as new $400 also
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Uvex full face helmet med. $250 ph Steven 09
97899063 after 7pm
High Energy 20 gore pulled down apex chute
as new never deployed just repacked by
Paradynamics $450 ph Gary 03 95609820 h,
018582500 w
Xtralite 147 exp int mylar fair cond $1650 ph
Angus 018 996087, 03 8366019
Alles de K Spydair 29 sqm nov-int a gd friend
of 45 hrs dependable & fun . Clean, green & pristine - lime green top , white bottom, coloured cell
walls. 11 A's & 1B, 85-105 kg all up weight. No
sea water, no trees , no damage. $2500 with Air
Support harness. Contact Greg Watt ph 015
958220, ph/fax 02 99691364
Near new Super Space 2 med turquoise some
dirt in seams Edel harness, full face helmet
$3500 certified DHV 2 & AFNOR standard also
Space 24 lilac 8 hrs $1900 certified DHV 2 &
ACPUL 12 'A's ph An 019 460387
Edel with accessories for external or internal
mounting 2 yrs old perf cond $300 or best offer
042948110
Apco Reserve $500 ph Jeanette 057 544910
Paratech P40 23 sqm c/w Paratech harness &
16 gore reserve ACPULS all 'A's, gd beginnerlint
wing , all up weight 55-80 kg, 20 hrs airtime,
$2500 (manual incl) ph David 92050563 BH
98509971 AH
Compact 35 Pro Design in ex cond only 33 hrs
airtime great perform yet v safe, a superb thermailing glider, suit novice to intermediate pilot.
Total load 90-115 kg glider weight 7.3 kg max
speed 42 km only $3100 ask for Walter BH 03
94196022 or 018 558501 AH 03 94151599 AH
Airwave Rave 24 sqm intladv wing in A 1 cond
(used for only 1 season) Suitable for pilot weight
45-60 kgs. A high performance wing that feels
solid (ACPUL Certification : 11 As , 1 B) has great
sink rate & good speed. $3000 will get you an
excellent canopy for XC flights & the odd comp below what you'd pay for a beginner's wing! For
enquiries call Chris Danger on 03 96893250
Nova Philou 23 sqm all up weight 60-85 kg , 8
hrs inland airtime Uust 20 flights) in ex cond
speed system great nov/int glider, safest certification (DHV 1) $3400 also
Skyline " Superseded" harness very comfortable lots of pockets & adjustments 8 hrs airtime
ex cond $590 will sell together for $3900 (an as
new glider & harness for the price of a new glider) contact Pete Ciszewski 03 92148597 bh, 03
94972421 ah
Space 27 barely 20 hrs airtime suit pilot 75 -100
kg green clean intermediate wing. Never seen
more than 3 hrs at the coast, hasn't been swimming or climbing trees. No damage, excellent
cond o$2900 or best offer Kevin on 0419 314417
mb 03 98693415 bh 03 94281713 ah
Nova Phoenix 128 30 hrs airtime all up weight
80-100 kg ec $2400 DHV certification ph 03
7761566 mb 018 510737
Nova Sphinx 29 sqm 85 hrs TT 10 As 2 Cs ec
as new $2000 ph 03 94581632, 018554872

SA

Exact Junkers 26 sqm 70-90 kg 3 mths old
$2500 ph Gary 08 3772535

WA
Harley Sirocco Medium 70-92 kg paraglider
made in the UK 2 yo & only 2 hrs flying time . 4
risers , speed system, 12 A's ACPULS price
$2400 also harness, packprotector, boots &
helmet to be sold ph David 09 5284098

HANG GLIDERS
Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be
accepted for publication.
New South Wales
Foil 139 Combat (int) dk blue & fluoro pink US
white TS used only 30 hrs almost as good as
new best upgrade option for current Aero ,
Mission & Sting owners sell for $2300 also UHF
radio & high-gain antenna $300 also Oz skin
great for winter flying $100 ph Masa 02 9313468
BH, 5672944 AH
Mars 170 nov ex cond incl faired uprights new
bottom wires $800 Sydney ph Darren 018
612560
Going Cheap: 2 x foil 160B's going cheap to
make room $200 ea or both for $300 + Ball 651
vario $250 ph 02 4502674, mob 018 273552
Desire 141 int urgent sale as new cond 14 hrs
airtime kevlar LE red/purple US white MS bargain @ $1800 ono Geoff 042 941898
Xtralite 137 exp int clear scrim LE royal blue US
& white mylar sail new cond only 14 hrs logged
also Mission 170 nov flies well maintenance log
profile $900 ph Neil 066 858768, 018441742
Moyes Pod harness almost new suit short pilot
or female 3 hrs of use $200 ph 02 3692967
Mars 170 nov new wires hang harness suit 6'2"
$400 also GTR $500 ph Carlo 015 954933 all
hrs
AirBorne Edge trike T2-2565 only 31 hrs Ctype gearbox covers standard instrumentation
with custom trailer wing rack & tool box $16500
ono ph Peter 043621015
GTR 151 Worldbeater int black LE pink US
speed bar faired uprights ultraweave sail cloth
kevlar TE less than 20 hrs airtime as new cond v
tight sail no flutters new side wires, spare
uprights $900 ono ph 02 8872090, 015 904400
Blade Race 132 exp int custom US design 10
hrs new suit new glider buyer pilot range 50-85
kg must sell $3300 ono ph Paul 043 341919
GTR 162 int red white & blue sail $200 + Moyes
pod harness $300 ph Steven 018672372
XT 165 int gd cond speed bar batten profile no
holes no tears no flutters gd 1st glider fluoro yellow & dk blue $2000 ph Jason 065 565326
Edge 582 Executive trike T2-2621 electric start
short wheel base, only 40 hrs old in new cond
black in colour full instruments, digital compass,
Icom A20 radio, Comunica intercom & helmets,
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backrest, windscreens, 2 flying suits, full
Airborne covers, trailer with wing rack, everything in brand new cond $17,500 no offers priced
for quick sale ph 6234526 or 019124582
Moyes XT 165 Pro int $1700 + Air Support
harness $300 + Performance Design
Parachute $350 + Icom IC40G UHF radio VOX
helmet & headset $500 + wheels (base bar) $50
+ Aircotec Air computer vario $500 + Towing
bridle & aero tow release $50 + Flying suit
$80 + all in ex cond the lot $3400 will consider
separating ph Mark 063791310

948110
Trikes for sale: AirBorne Edge Executive 582
cc T2-2683 full instruments electric start, covers,
immac. Also Edge 582 T2-2525 new sail totally
reconditioned motor & gearbox, full instruments
ec also Edge 532 T2-2528 C-type gearbox new
sail trailer ballistic parachute, communications.
Phone the Sydney Microlight Centre if you're
serious about flying 042 941031
Foil 139 Combat int ex cond $2000 ono ph Lee
065565265

Sting 166 int all white low hrs flys well $1500
ono ph Haidi 065 668529

Sting 166 nov gc $1450 also available various
harness & vario altimeter call Russell 018
404254 BH or 043 404060 AH

CG1000 harness for pilot approx 70 kg height
175 cm 50 hrs flying time has hook knife, radio
pocket & built-in J-pole antenna for 2 metre radio
$200 ph Geoff 02 5195925

Sting 166 novlint in ex cond suit pilot 60-90 kg
blue LE white & grey US $1900 ring Chris on 02
5558408 h or 02 2394300 w

Litek vario an early 'very large' bread box model
battle scars $10 ph Geoff 025195925
Sting 166 novlint sky blue & fluoro yellow will
throw in old Ball vario & spare upright just had
100 hr check by Airborne $1800 ono ph David
028718931 ah, 02 3641128 bh
Aero 170 nov fluoro green pink & white new
lower side wires & hang loops has had strip
down check by dealer with manual & batten profiles well used but no flutters $1000 ono ph Scott
049514581
Blitz 155 exp int flown 2 seasons only low hrs it
flies like a dream & I need the cash A steal at
$2,000 ono. Also LR vario very sensitive & fast
$700 ph Xavier 02 99061232 or 02 99067494 ah
Aero 165 novlint vgc white with fluoro green US
& grey LE cocoon harness incl urgent sale

$1650 ph Michael 02 5831754
Trike 95.32 Airborne Edge 582 LC Reg T22724 150 hrs IVO prop covers trailer intercom
VHF radio helmets compass ASI tacho CHT all
hour meter many other extras new modified
mast new base bar yellow black white wing new
wing bag ex cond $15,500 ph 066 432288 ah
Enterprise Wings Aero 145 Aug '93 nov round
uprights 35 hrs airtime white LE fluoro green &
pink on sail ex cond $3000 ono also Enterprise
Wings Gyro 160 Dec '93 nov v low airtime
$2200 ono also Moyes X2 tandem exp int 1994
low airtime $4200 ono also Moyes XL 1994 int
small v low airtime $2300 ono Moyes XT 165
1994 int max of 30 hrs airtime $2530 ono call
Heather Cook 02 5024844 w, 023316990 h or
fax 02 5024844 will consider any offers
Airborne Edge pink & black T2-744 ex cond
always hangared full instrumentation & trailer
with 1st 10 hrs of tuition $18,000 ph Jason 015
945751
Blade Race 141 exp int white TS blue US ex
cond 10 hrs urgent sale performance & handling
save heaps on new price $3000042 942212 ah
Sting 118 int great glider for the smaller pilot
lady owner $2000 042 942212
Desire 151 int 33 hrs airtime purple LE It blue &
pink US like new $2800 ph John 02 6659186 or
015104812
Blitz 155 adv gd cond $1000 purple LE & TE
yellow & blue US ph Michael 02 4166102
Moyes Mission 170 novlint vgc manual & batten
profile $1100 ph Alan 02 8995351 w 047 354513
GTR 162 int flies great owners manual batten
profile $250 ono ph Alan 02 8995351 w 047
354513
Xtralite 147 exp int 18 mths old great cond
$3900 also Reserve chute 2 yrs old pulled down
apex with bridle & deployment bag $300 ph 042
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Moyes Mission 170 nov 2 greens US white TS
vgc $1200 ono also Moyes Pod harness suit
5'10" 2 tone blue with reserve chute ex cond
$400 ono ph 066 840194
Moyes Tracer Step Thru harness black fluoro
yellow used twice plus Headway 701 helmet fluoro yellow as new ph Richard 02 6561467 BH,
026561040 AH
Aero Racer 150 int with speed bar 5 hrs flying
time only like new whitelbluellluoro yellow $2400
ph Richard 02 6561467 BH, 026561040 AH
Sting 166 nov/int sky blue & fluoro yellow just
had 100 hr check by Airborne $1800 ph David
026892107
Xtralite 147 exp int schmick cond power rib purple blue only 30 hrs use no aerobatics $4000
also Flytech vario with bracket & velcro straps
$460 ph 069 212602
Ball 651 vario/altimeter with one foot increment
& high & low range switch $250 ph Ian 02
5672480 h
Garmin GPS 45 as new $650 ono ph 067
821073
Moyes Mission 170 absolutely as new with pod
& chute fluoro green yellow orange $2000 the lot
or nearest offer ph Mike 02 5432429 ah or 0418
611906 anytime
Sting 154 novlint pink purple & It blue 1 yr old &
8 hrs flying time as new cond $2200 also
Air Support harness 1 yr old blue & black as
new cond $500 also Icom 40 GX UHF transceiver access: HS-51 vax headset CP-13 car
battery charger BP-130 A emerg battery case &
BP 174 battery pack used once only $500 also
Wingtech towing bridle used twice $40 also
Apco Hi-vision full face helmet size L new
never used $100 also Trolley hand made to
carry glider $50
will sell as complete package for
$3000 ph Ron on
043434830
Aero 165 Race
novlint green trilam LE red & yellow US 25 hrs
old made
December 94 ex
cond $2300 ono
also Magic IV
166 int blue LE
orange US fitted
with VG sail is
still criSp comes
with spare aerofoil upright gc
rnust sell only
$200 also
Ball 651 vario

immac cond very responsive & very tough bargain at $350 ono ph 018 474035 AH or 042
943701 AH
Aero 170 Race nov whitelblue LE pinklblue US
fully faired new wires VB speed bar top coM
$1400 ono also PA Bullet chute drogue deployment suit trike or ultralight recent repack by PA
$800 ono Peter Boyne 02 7961298 AH, 02
2877869 BH
Edge 582 T2-2584 May '96 rego white pod &
spats 240 original hrs top cond set-up &
hangared always new Ivoprop & spare timber
prop $12,500 also Comunica helmets & headsets kit $1000 ph Greg 069472100 bh or 069
473460 ah
AirBorne Sting 154 nov/int grey It green & purple sail speed bar AirBorne emblem on sail only
been used for 4-5 hrs flying $2500 also Air
Support harness black & orange fit 5'8" person
brand new as well $500 ph 065 411570
Foil 152 Combat II good looking glider still very
crisp v low hrs (also have LE sleeves if you want
to fit them , plus batten profile) ex cond $2200 ph
Hep 042 942817 Stanwell Park
Gyro II 180 nov excellent beginner & novice glider (or for pilots wanting manoeuvrability on lower
flying sites) A custom made glider with thicker
sail cloth & mylar leading edges. Recently new
side wires Excellent condition $1000 ph Hep 042
942817 Stanwell Park
Pacific Wings Lynx 26 80-95 kg demo wing
with only 4.5 hrs has new wing warranty purple
top white US green LE ex glide very fast $2800
ph Steve 060 271739
Foil 150B Race int pink LE blue US white MS gc
$300 ono ph Paul 02 3448504
Mars 170 nov ec only 30 hrs airtime new wires
$800 also harness & helmet $200 ph Steve 015
597096 Murwillumbah

South Australia
Trike Airborne Executive Edge 95.32 reg T22648 current model suit new buyer 582 quiet kit
electric start E-type gear box full instruments inflight trim adjuster $16500 neg ph Lyndon 08
3239146 or 018800738
Sting XC 154 int purple TS white US white
AirBorne logo on TS kevlar LE VG etc as new
cond 55 hrs airtime leaving sport due to business commitments $2800 ono also
Moyes Tracer harness with chute purple with
fluoro orange pockets to suit pilot 6'-6'4" $750 ph
Alan 086 404685 ah 086 451390
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Liz Hird (066) 84 1 969
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Queensland

538228 bh & ask for Dave or ph 079 546074 ah

maintained $14000 ph Martin 03 98427098

Uvex helmet small built-in headset with push-totalk $200 ph Bruce 07 32000882

Flight suit durable cotton drill with heavy duty
zips blue & gold to suit up to 6'3" pilot $120 also
Air Support harness in ec to suit up to 6'2" 90
kg (BIG!) pilot. Front entry harness with side mtg
chute. Very comfortable. $440 ph 079 546074

Blade Race 141 exp int white LE purple/white
US $2760 ono also
Falcon XE wagon cream col auto LP gas tow
bar roof racks stereo RWC 20/11 /95 reg until
May '96 $3250 ono (visiting pilot returns to UK
end of Feb; contact Lee Wood at Hay, Bogong or
Forbes comps or via AJ ph 0394861488

Skylink Hornet T2-2514 532 electric start 210
hrs full instrumentation superb fast cruise
machine in ec trailer incl $13,000 ono ph 07
32038481
Edge 582 T2-2668 2 yo 350 hrs, never crashed ,
$13,000 incl Comunica headset ph Chris 070
985616 ah Port Douglas
Blade 153 exp int ex cond 1 yr old lilac & white
kevlar LE & TE $3000 ph Geoff 07 55435631 or
019415442
Trike Buzzard Arrow 2 T1-2030 Rotax 532 220
hrs 47 Itr custom stainless tank side skirts with
pockets Ivo prop wheel spats hour meter altimeter ASI cylinder head temp Galvo trailer vgc
$8900 ph 074 827319
High Energy Chute $390, Danny Scott harness 5'10"-6' med build $580, Sjostrom vario
early model $300, Icom 40G radio spare battery
speaker mike headset mounted in Ige Moyes
full face helmet $450 will sell helmet separate
$50 all ex cond 018 021850
Trike Airborne Edge T2-2559 Ivo prop full
instrumentation 582 Rotax with centre console &
compass gc $9,750 ph Dale 07 33416268
Moyes 170 Mega 3 int red & white cocoon harness, helmet, varia, reserve chute never used,
gear shoulder bag $900 ph 074 827319
Bullet Recovery Chute to suit trike or ultralight
$600 ph 074 827319
Flytec Vario 3005 looks brand new only used
about 10 times inc! HG bracket $500 ph Scott 07
32737065
Combat II 152 int quick set up fittings, has
Desire LE anti-deflexors tip fairings, batten pattern, custom hang straps must sell $1400 ph Pat
079793414
Buzzard/Arrow II T1-2037 Rotax 532 with
approx 160 hrs 3 blade IVO prop pod soft sides
& wheel spats hour rneter altirneter ASI cylinder
head temp felk trailer with wing carrier all for
$7900 ph Nev Hoger 079597105 AH or 079
576483 BH
Reserve parachute PA in gd cond $250 ph 07
38481409
Foil Combat II 152 int gd cond white TS lilac US
& LE incl LE sleeves snap-on wheels manual &
profiles $1850 also Moyes Tracer harness with
bag & carabina blue & red suit pilot shoulder
height 149 cm almost new $675 also
Sj"str"m model VA-1 vario/alt $400 also
Electrophone TX 475 S radio & charger $300
also
parachute with pulled apex never deployed
only repacked gd cond $300 also Moyes helmet
full face large unused as new $130 ph Peter
074429315
XT 165 int red LE blue US white TE vgc 90 hrs 2
spare base bars v clean must sell $1950 also
Henk Van Raalte pod with 18 gore chute suit
5'6"-6' ec $500 ono also Icom IC 40G high voltage batt for full 5 watts with charger vgc $400
ono also
Flytec 3005 vario with h/g bracket vgc $425 ph
0755463559
Aero 170 novlint 45 hrs older model but gc It
blue LE pink US new bottom rigging & outboard
LEs $1100 can bring south ph 03 94295677
leave message Nick Dillane
XT 165 nov/int ec 60 hrs white MS red LE blue &
green US will be travelling from Mackay to
Brisbane prior to Christmas $2200 ph 079
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Trike AirBorne Executive 582 T2-2776 as new
70 hrs TT electric start full instruments compass
EGT WTG landing light etc always hangared
magenta LE fluoro yellow & fluoro orange US
white pod $21000 Bob 074 491141 , 018708551
Blade 141 exp int kevlar LE $2500 also
Parachute $200 ph Tony 07 55909719
Magic IV 166 int vg airfoil tubing red LE blue/yellow US vgc a great second glider for coastal flying $300 ph Ron 07 32054866 W
Mission 170 nov fair cond gd colours $1200 ph
078922753, 018879021
Mission 170 nov gc no prangs white/red US
green LE white MS $600 ono ph 07 55982339
Xtralite 147 exp int clear scrim LE mylar TS dk
blue/fluoro green US $3900 also
PA chute suit 5'7"-6' $750 also
Ball dual scale 651 vario $350 ph 0755784322
BH, 07 55755204 AH
XS 155 exp int grey mylar LE pink & yellow US
ec $1000 also
Icom IC 40G ec $400 ph Mike 019 641129 or 07
55701699

Victoria
Icom GPS brand new still in box unused simple
to use & accurate inc! two battery packs (one rechargable , one penlight), also incl carry case ,
240v wall charger, & 12 volt charger. Two year
guarantee half price $5330394312131
3 Axis training Australia's largest microlight flying school welcomes pilots wishing to gain a 3
axis ultralight certificate. Good package deal
prices, three aircraft types to chose from, hours
count towards a general aviation licence.
Ultralight Flying Machines Sunbury Airfield
Melbourne 03 94312131
Mission 170 nov black LE gd cond spare upright
wheels manual batten profile cocoon harness
helmet ideal 1st glider $1100 ph Bill or Russell
on 03 97252313
180 Clubman novlint 4th generation CFX hang
glider mylar LE speed bar wheels brand new
"Pod Lite" harness (never used) great cond suit
13 stone plu!i pilot $1250 ono Newport ph 03
3992285, 019143514
XL 145 (nov) Unmarked new condition. Great
first glider for smaller people 45-65 kg . Light (20
kg) & ex1remely easy to fly. Has better performance than the top paragliders which are consistently flying 50-100 km cross countries.
Ongoing coaching from Dermot with 20 years
experience comes with this glider. Blue LE lilac &
white US $1600 ono ph Jeanette 057 544910
Leaving the sport sale: More children on the
way & scant time for flying. Every1hing must be
sold, so please ring & make a reasonable offer.
Foil 135 int vgc high performance glider for the
smaller pilot. White MS with blue & yellow US.
Speed bar, fibreglass tips, spare upright, & a
sturdy set of wheels. $800 also
Moyes front entry pod with PA chute only 2 yo
vgc & v comfortable for me at 5'7" only $600
also
Ball varia with digital wind meter (solar powered) with 10 It increments to 20,000 ft $250 ph
Ken 03 97299261
Trike skylink Hornet reg no T2-2598 532 Rotax
64 hp 120 hrs TT full instruments ZA wing well

XS Easy 155 int blue/yellow/white speed bar airfoil kingpost gc $1200 also
vario Flight Designs same as old Litek $50 03
7836084
Moyes XT 165 nov in brand new cond flown for
5 hrs speed bar blue LE white MS pink & green
US $3000 Jason Bruce 39 Dumossa Ave
Bulleen Vic 3105
Ball varia 651 with high & low range switch vgc
$320 ph Scott H 03 97761056 or W 95429741
GTR 162 int $400 ph Mike 052 554445
Moyes wheels as new $50 also
Pod harness European med-sm ec $400 ph
Jason Bruce 03 8504474
XS 155 inVadv Nov '89 king post hang grey LE
pink TS purple US with manual/maintenance log,
batten profile & spare upright & base bar.
Reliable , robust, fast glider. $1100 Steve AH 03
8733473, BH 03 5415291
Quantum trike reg T2-2772 brand new only 10
hrs on motor & 8 hrs flown high powered 582
with electric start & full spec instruments, EGT.
water temp , VSI, ALT & air speed in spotless
condition & a dream to fly, also with trailer custom built & brand new helmets, training bars,
trike cover & flying suit all purchased together.
Will also toss in a Trimble GPS for quick sale,
don't wait weeks or months to fly, fly tomorrow
$28,500 ph 03 97991416

ACT
Trike T1-2056 early Airborne (Osprey) 447
Rotax 3 blade Ultra prop a great learning a fun
trike in gc with spares (inc! wing) must sell due
to ill health $3800 ph 060 243503
Blade 153 exp int fluoro red mylar LE lilac &
mint US white TS & kevlar TE. As new (Nov '94)
in irnmac cond (only 8 genuine hrs logged on
this glider, 1 owner & the nose has never
touched the ground!) A real bargain please make
me an offer! also
Gyro" 180 stu royal blue LE pink MS It blue TE
with a gold US looks hot with the sun shining on
it! Ex cond & very suitable for school or beginner. $1100 ono also
Sjostrom vario/alt original EV model A proven
performer with digital altimeter averager
adjustable sink alarm $350 ono. All these items
have been meticulously cared for by one owner
(myself) & now need another good home. I'm
retiring from the sport to concentrate on sailplaning, so the hours as quoted above will not alter
at all until you are the proud owner! If you can
help, please call Pete Muffet (or Tracey) 06
2921528, mob (ans. service) 041 1243484

Northern Territory
Trike Airborne Buzzard 532 Rotax Arrow"
wing A 1 cond Comunica helmets & intercom
$8500 ono ph David 089 567282 w 089 567833
ah

Western Australia
XS 142 exp int white blue & grey low hrs gc
kingpost hang SS fittings incl XC bag & water
proof bag ph Steve 09 5501585 or 095275782
Sting 166 novlint gc fluoro green LE pink &
black US faired uprights speed bar $1800 ph
Peter 09 3855367 09 2882733 +
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Safe flying means taking care of
even the smallest details.
leom's new IC-An VHF transce iver offers you big performance from an incred ibl y small unit ...at just 152 mm in length
it's our smallest ever av ioni cs transce iver. It may be small but the IC-An has an amaz ing memory of 50 frequencies,
plus you get a 6-character alphanumeric message capab ility... very hand y for storing information such as VOR ID's
or airport ID's for easy recall and quick visual recogn ition. To get the full story on our new powerful little performer
talk to the av ionics experts at leom or your nearest leom dealer.
Call free on 1800 338915 or write to lcom Australia Pty. Ltd.
7 Duk e St Windsor Victoria 3 181 P.O. Box 1162
Ph: (03) 9529 7582. Fax: (03) 9529 8485 . A.C.N. 006 092 575
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199, was a Inner:
llI).uary 95
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BogQng Cup, Victoria - A
New Zealand Nationals - New Zealand

Tomas Suchanek - Xtralite
Tim Osborn - Xtralite 147

1st Place

German Championships - Germany
10th World Championships, Ager - Spain

Bob Baier - Xtralite 147
Tomas Suchanek - Xtralite 147

1st Place
World Champion

U.s.. Nationals, Chelan - USA

Tomas Suchanek- Xtralite 147

1st Place

Women's U.S. N ationals, Chelan - USA

Tammy Burcar - Xtralite 137

1st Place

September 95

Yoshi Tonomura - XtraHte 137
asters, Kurumayama - Japan
Aerobatic World Championships, Telluride - USA Aaron Swepston - Xtralite 137

1st Place
Aerobatic
World Champion

Drew Cooper - Xtralite 164
Drew Cooper - Xtralite 164

1st Place

October 95

Eungella 95, Eungella - Australia
Canungra C lassic, Canungra - Australia

ovember95
December 95

La Rioja, La Rioja - Argentina
High Level C lass ic, Rio de Janeiro - Brazil

Dave Adams - Xtralite 147
Tomas Suchanek - Xtrali te 164

1st Place
1st Place

~

1st Place

Xtralite world ~ecords:
368km

Tomas Suchanek & Corinna Schwiegershausen

Hillston - Australia

Open Distance via a
Single Turnpoint Tandem

142 km

Tomas Suchanek & Corinna Schwiegershausen

Hillston - Australia

Altitude Gain Tandem

3500m

Tomas Suchanek & Corinna Schwiegershausen

Triangle

197 km

Helmut Denz

Hillston - Australia
St Andres - France

